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ABSTRACT 

The use of the positive muon as a microscopic magnetic probe by muon spin rotation 

(p.SR) experiments has been important in characterizing magnetic and superconducting 

properties of rare-earth barium copper oxides (RBCO). Knowledge of the positive muon 

stop sites in RBCO is important for detailed analysis of die internal magnetic field 

measurements from |iSR. 

This dissertation involves a simplified computational quantum chemistry model to 

study the possible muon sites in RBCO. The calculations are performed at the Hartree-Fock 

level. Three basic assumptions went into our model: (1) at the static level, a muonium atom 

(Mu) is indistinguishable from a hydrogen atom (H); (2) an O-Mu bond forms in RBCO; (3) 

point charges, with no associated wave functions, can be used to represent the crystal 

environment in RBCO. Three different computational levels of this basic model are 

examined in this work: 

1. An (OMu)- molecule placed in an array of point charges is calculated. The potential 

energy surface of the Mu (or H) is obtained for highly probable site regions. The results are 

compared to predicted muon sites from classical calculations. 

2. The effect a positive muon has on the electric-field gradient (EFG) at oxygen sites 

in RBCO is calculated using the same model as in #1. Predicted EFGs obtained are 

compared to available experimental and theoretical results. 

3. The potential energy surface for Mu in (Cu207)-̂  is obtained for regions of interest 

The stable Mu sites are compared to predicted Mu sites from classical calculations. 

These calculations represent the first attempt to use quantum chemistry methods to 

study the Mu (or H) defect in these complex materials. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This research was started in an attempt to understand the localization and diffusion of 

the positive muon (|i+) in the interstitial regions of superconducting cuprates. The positive 

muon, which is used as a microscopic magnetic probe in muon spin rotation and relaxation 

(|j.SR), can provide structural and dynamic information about magnetic materials on an 

atomic scale. The materials of interest in this research are the superconducting cuprates or 

high-temperature superconducting (HTSC) oxides, especially the rare-earth barium copper 

oxides (RBCO). In these oxides the copper-oxygen (Cu-O) layers are intimately involved 

in both the magnetism and superconductivity. 

|iSR has provided important details of the properties and phase diagrams of the HTSC. 

|iSR produced the first evidence of the copper antiferromagnetic (AF) phases in the HTSC 

(Nishida et al., 1987a, b) and can yield a whole host of information about the internal 

magnetism of the HTSC, but without accurate and detailed knowledge of the muon probe 

site, specific details such as the magnitudes of local magnetic moments and independent 

ordering schemes for the Cu-AF phases are hard to determine. 

In |iSR the positive muon can be considered a light proton. A number of studies of 

RBCO as hydrogen is added have contributed to an understanding of the electronic 

mechanisms that are responsible for the characteristics of the material, such as the transition 

to an AF phase, loss of high-temperature superconductivity, and the transition from 

orthorhombic to tetragonal crystal structure. Here too knowledge of the hydrogen lattice site 

(which should be the same as for a positive muon) is important to understanding the 

influence hydrogen doping has on RBCO. 



Discussed above are a few of the important reasons for the need to determine the 

knowledge of the positive muon site. Prior to this work, muon localization has been modeled 

by classical potential approximations which have had some success at matching muon sites 

to experimental measurement. One limitation these models have is that the potential used 

for the muon bond does not have the ability to relax or change with the local environment. 

In an effort to bring a more realistic picture into the problem, we have for the first time used 

a quantum chemistry approach to calculate a hydrogen-like defect in RBCO. 

Our model uses a small molecule to represent the local molecular environment of the 

muon surrounded by an array of point charges to simulate the crystal background of RBCO. 

The basic applications of this model were to calculate muon-oxygen interactions such as the 

potential energy of the muon and the effect a muon has on the electric-field gradient at 

oxygen sites. 

As an introduction to muons and jxSR, Chapter n presents some of the basic muon 

properties and their importance to |iSR followed by a discussion of the |iSR technique. 

Chapter m reviews some of the relevant properties of RBCO materials, i.e. crystal, 

electronic, and magnetic properties. Chapter FV discusses jiSR in RBCO and its residts 

along with a review of previous muon site searches. A brief overview of the quantum 

chemistry theory used in these calculations is presented in Chapter V. Chapter VI introduces 

the basic oxygen-muon calculation used in the initial site searches with this model. The 

results and discussion are also included in this chapter. The electric-field gradient 

calculations based on this preliminary model are presented in Chapter VU. The discussion 

of this problem and the results are given. The basic conclusions from Chapter VI and VU 

lead to extension of die initial oxygen-muon model to properly include a larger region of the 

RBCO crystal in the molecular chemistry treatment. These extensions are discussed and die 

details of the calculations and results are presented in Chapter VIE. A fmal summary of the 



primary conclusions from this work and a few suggestions for improvements are presented 

in Chapter DC. 



CHAPTER n 

MUON SPIN RESEARCH 

The positive muon (|i+) and its intrinsic properties have become important in studies 

of condensed matter science via muon spin rotation, relaxation, and resonance (̂ iSR). îSR 

has been used to study magnetic materials, metals, semiconductors, and ionic crystals. 

Information obtained from jiSR includes magnetism, spin dynamics, the localization and 

quantum mobility of light interstitial particles, the local electronic structure of hydrogen

like defect centers, hyperfine interactions, and isotope effects to name a few. This chapter 

provides a brief overview of the properties of the |i+ and the basics of |J.SR which are 

important to this research are discussed. 

Muon Properties 

The muon was discovered in 1937 by Anderson and Neddermeyer (1937a, b; 1938) and 

independentiy by Street and Stevenson (1937) in cloud-chamber studies of cosmic rays. It 

was the first unstable elementary particle observed. The muon occurs in two charge states, 

[i^ and jX", and has a rest mass approximately equal to one-ninth the mass of a proton, and 

207 times the mass of an electron. For the purposes of this work, only the \i^ is considered 

and is thought of as a light proton. A list of positive muon properties important to |i.SR are 

found in Table 2.1. 

IJ.SR is a form of magnetic resonance spectroscopy and rehes on two inherent processes: 

(1) the intrinsic polarization of the muons during dieir production from pions and (2) the 

anisotropy of the positron emission in their subsequent decay. Both processes are indicators 

of violation of parity conservation as was first established by Garwin et al. (1957). These 



Table 2.1 

Muon Properties 

-

Mass 

Spin 

Lifetime 

Magnetic moment 

Gyromagnetic ratio 

^ 

^ 

106 MeV 
207 m̂  
0.113 mp 

1/2 

2.197 MJ 

4.49 x 10-26 J/T 
3.183 |ip 

136MHzT-i 



processes are described by the following decay schemes 

n" ^ li" + v^ {XK = 26.0 ns) (2.1) 

\i^ ^ e"- + Ve + Va (Til = 2.2/ij), (2.2) 

where in Eq. (2.1) a positive pion (n^) decays into a positive muon (li"*") and a muon neutrino 

(v^). Given that the neutrino has a defined heUcity, conservation of angular momentum 

ensures that the muon is longitudinally polarized in the pion rest frame. The initial 

polarization is substantially maintained throughout the path of the muon beam. In turn the 

|l+ decays, as shown in Eq. (2.2), with a mean lifetime of ~2.2 îj into a positron, an electron 

neutrino v ,̂ and a muon antineutrino v .̂ Since (2.2) is a three body decay of a particle with 

spin 1/2 and a left-handed neutrino, the positron is emitted preferentially in the muon spin 

direction. The highest energy positrons emitted exhibit an anisotropy of close to 100%, but 

averaged over all possible positron energies, the anisotropy is about 30% as seen in Figure 

2.1. The angular distribution of the positron intensity is P(9) = 1 + acos9, where a is the 

asymmetry parameter. Corresponding to the energy anisotropy, a is equal to one for the 

highest energy positrons and equal to one-third for the average over all positron energies. 

For more details about the asymmetry parameter and jiSR see Schenck (1985). The 

combined knowledge of the initial polarization, or the muon spin direction, and the emitted 

positron's angular distribution make it possible, in principle, to monitor the time evolution 

of the muon's spin direction and forms the basis of |iSR. 

Muon Spin Rotation 

The positive muon's magnetic moment (that points in the same direction as its spin) in 

the presence of a uniform static magnetic field results in a torque on the muon moment 



Figure 2.1: Angular distribution, P(9), of positrons from 
muon decay. 
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causing the muon spin to precess. The muon precesses at its corresponding Larmor 

frequency given by die muon gyromagnetic ratio equal to 9̂ /271 = 136 MHz T- .̂ It is 

important to note that the muon precession frequency is directiy proportional to the 

magnitude of the magnetic field as long as the field is not aligned with the magnetic moment 

direction (Volino, 1984). This Larmor precession will lead to an oscillatory behavior of the 

e+ rate when monitored in a given direction. In general, a collection of positive muons can 

precess with multiple frequencies when placed in different environments. Slighdy different 

local environments can lead to depolarization or dephasing of initially aligned muon spins. 

These considerations are important experimentally and are described within the jiSR Signal 

section below. 

A basic representation of the |iSR technique is shown in Figure 2.2 (Cox, 1987). A 

polarized beam of muons is directed into the experimental set-up as seen in Figure 2.2(a). 

A degrader, typically graphite or polyethylene, is employed to reduce the incident energy 

of the muon on the sample to permit a uniform implantation distribution. The degrader's 

thickness is adjusted to maximize the stop rate in the sample. When the muon is implanted 

into the sample, it will localize in the regions of lowest electrostatic potential. The muon 

localizes in tenths of a nanosecond which is fast enough to retain the initial polarization. The 

muon spin moment starts to precess in the local magnetic field in the sample as seen in Figure 

2.2(b). After the muon starts to precess, it decays, releasing a positron preferentially in the 

instantaneous muon spin direction with a probability distribution as described earlier and as 

seen in Figure 2.2(c). A set of scintillator counters are used to detect the positron, the time 

of the decay, and the direction it left die sample. 



Polarized 
beam 

(a) Implantation 

1+fl cos 0 
polar 
diagram 

Sample 

(b) Precession 

(c) Decay 

Scintillator 

Figure 2.2: Representations of the ̂ iSR technique (Cox, 1987). Figure (a) 
muon implantation, (b) muon spin rotation, and (c) disintegration of the 
muons and detection of the emitted positrons. 
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USR Signal 

In time-differential (TD) l̂SR, where a large ensemble of muons are implanted in a 

sample one muon at a time, the number of decay events along certain directions is recorded 

as a function of die time from implantation to decay. A simulated îSR histogram spectrum 

is displayed in Figure 2.3(a) and shows positron counts versus time for a given direction (i.e., 

forward counter). Note the exponential decay due to die pi+ lifetime and die superposition 

of the oscillations from the î+ precession in a magnetic field. These two components can 

easily be seen m the equation which governs die îSR signal, which is 

N(0 = N^e- '̂/'̂ n) 1 + X { A / G , ( 0 cos(coit + (pi)} 
j=i 

+ BG (2.3) 

where N^ is the normalization factor, r^ is the muon lifetime, n is the number of muon 

frequencies or the number of unique muon sites. A,- is the initial (energy averaged) 

asymmetry associated with the particular site, G,(0 is a relaxation (or depolarization) 

function, 0)i is the angular precession frequency, 0, is the phase angle between initial muon 

spin direction and the counter, and BG represents background events. To help see G(0 more 

easily in the |iSR spectrum, one can remove the exponential decay of the muons from Eq. 

(2.3) as shown in Figure 2.3(b). This is a plot of the asymmetry versus time assuming a single 

signal (n=l) in Eq. (2.3). Clearly this plot shows a strong damping of the positron rate as 

time increases and is an example of a depolarizing signal. For this particular example, a 

Gaussian relaxation function is used. 

From a standard analysis of |iSR data, one can obtain the muon precession frequency 

and the rate at which the muon polarization relaxes. The frequency of these signals provides 

a direct measure of the average magnetic field that the muon experiences. The relaxation 
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(a) 

(b) 

1.5 

1.2 -

0.9 -

0.6 -

0.3 -

0.0 4 
0 

0.50 

0.25 -

-0.25 

-0.50 
0 

T 1 r 
1 2 3 

Time -1 (^) 

1 2 3 

Time -1 (jxs) 

~r 
4 

- r 
4 

5 

Figure 2.3: Simulated |iSR histogram spectrum for die forward 
counter. Figure (a) is positron counts, N(0, versus time, and (b) is the 
asymmetry versus time. 
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functions characterize die spatial or temporal variation of diese local fields. The associated 

rate constants measure die distribution of local fields or die flucmation rates of diese fields. 

The |iSR frequencies and relaxation functions provide a microscopic snapshot of die local 

magnetic environment at die muon stop site. If die muons localize at identical sites widiin 

the lattice and experience identical fields, diey precess in phase and die magnitude of dieir 

initial polarization is preserved. Any variation of die local field between different muon sites 

results in dephasing as die spins precess and a gradual loss of polarization as seen in Figure 

2.3(b). This progressive depolarization in a distribution of static fields is described by a 

Gaussian relaxation function. If die muon is diffusing rapidly or die local fields are 

fluctuating rapidly, the relaxation function is exponential. In either case, the rate constants 

measure the variation of local fields. 

Muon Level Crossing Resonance 

Muon level crossing resonance (|iLCR) was first proposed by Abragam (1984) and is 

an extension of |iSR. The basic idea of jxLCR is to measure certain energy level separations, 

such as nuclear quadrupole splittings, within the host by tuning the muon Zeeman energy 

levels to match. The first demonstration of jiLCR was performed by Kreitzman et al. (1986) 

using muons implanted in copper metal. 

A |iLCR experiment is performed in a way similar to a fiSR experiment. Most |iLCR 

experiments use integral muon spin rotation (I-|iSR), where a large number of muons are 

implanted into a sample simultaneously, as compared to one muon at a time in the previously 

discussed TD-|iSR. In general, jiLCR is not concerned about the time evolution of the 

muons' polarization as in TD-|iSR. The muons are implanted into the sample which is in 

an external uniform longitudinal magnetic field. In principle, since the field is pointing in 

the same direction as the muons' spin, the muons will stay polarized and not precess. In a 
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very simplistic picture, the external field is ramped over a specific range of magnetic field 

magnitudes for which host and muon Zeeman spUttings are expected to match. When the 

external field reaches the appropriate value, cross relaxation occurs through an energy-

conserving spin flip-flop transition. The relevant feature is that a result of the cross 

relaxation some of the muons' spins will flip 180°, thus depolarizing the muon spin system. 

These cross-relaxation transitions are seen by monitoring the asymmetry of the positron rate 

as a function of applied magnetic field. A decrease in asymmetry is observed over a narrow 

field region as a result of the muon spin depolarization. 

The basic experimental idea is shown in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) are snap

shots of a very simplistic |iLCR experiment at different values of applied magnetic field, H, 

and Figure 2.4(c) is a histogram of the forward (F) counter which shows the polarization as 

a function of applied field. In Figure 2.4(a), spin polarized muons are implanted into a 

sample with an applied field, Hi. At Hi, the difference in energy levels in the host are not 

yet close to matching die differences in muon levels. Thus, the corresponding polarization, 

or positron count rate, is basically constant as shown in Figure 2.4(c). As the applied field 

is increased, differences in certain energy levels start to match between the host and muon. 

At an applied field, H2, the cross relaxation between the nuclear and muon spins occurs and 

some of the muon spins flip as seen in Figure 2.4(b). When diis happens, a corresponding 

drop in polarization occurs as seen in Figure 2.4(c) at die applied field mark, H2. In general, 

more than one resonance occurs. At diis point it is helpful to examine die total energy 

diagram to see the level matching and to get the basic details such as the positioning, 

strength, and linewidth of die resonances. 

Since the research of diis dissertation is restricted to rare-eardi barium copper oxides, 

the following discussion is narrowed to the total energy of the system for quadrupole-muon 

level-crossing resonance (Q-^iLCR). A good overview of Q-̂ iLCR is given by Cox (1992). 
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(a) 

B 
(b) 

Hi 

— ^ 

-0*0*-

F B 

H. 

* ^ -

*o--o* 

*cf=o*-

(c) 

p ' 

Hi 

I H 

Figure 2.4: A simplistic |iLCR experiment. Figures (a) and (b) are snap-shots of a 
simplistic (iLCR spectrometer at different values of applied magnetic fields. Hi and H2, 
respectively. The corresponding histogram for the forward (F) counter is shown in (c) 
as a plot of the muon polarization versus applied field, H. 
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Consider a nucleus with a quadrupole moment (i.e., ^^O, Cu, ^^B, etc.) with a specific 

electric-field gradient (EFG) tensor, V/,-, at the nucleus and a single positive muon separated 

by a small distance from the nucleus where both are in an external magnetic field. As the 

magnetic field is increased, one will obtain a total energy diagram similar to Figure 2.5(a). 

Figure 2.5(a) is an example of a spm 3/2 nucleus (i.e., Cu, ^^B, etc.) and the spin 1/2 muon. 

There are basically three contributions to the energy of this system and they are 

H = HQ + Hzeeman "•• J^dipy (2.4) 

where HQ is the electric quadrupole interaction, Hzeeman is the Zeeman interaction for the 

nuclear and muon magnetic dipoles, and Hdip is die magnetic dipole-dipole interaction 

between the nuclear and muon magnetic dipoles. In the following discussion each 

contribution to Figure 2.5(a) and Eq. (2.4) is presented. 

The electric quadrupole interaction, HQ, is between the electric quadrupole of the 

nucleus and the EFG tensor at the nucleus due to die surrounding electronic structure (i.e., 

electrons and nuclei). The basis of this interaction is seen m the classical electrostatic 

multipole expansion for the energy of a charge distribution in an external field (Jackson, 

1975). The multipole expansion of die energy is 

W = q^-p-E-JXS^y^ + ••••• ^̂-̂^ 
6 Y ; ^i 

This expansion demonstrates die way in which die various multipoles interact widi an 

external field—die charge widi die potential, die dipole widi die electric field, die 
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(a) 

^total A 

m ,= T 3/2 

m,= Tl/2 

C) p; A 

Figure 2.5: Energy and polarization diagrams for the mixed states of a 
muon spin with a nucleus spin. Figure (a) is the total energy level diagram 
for a nuclear spin 7=3/2 with a electric quadrupole interaction plus a muon 
spin 5=1/2 coupled with the magnetic dipole interaction. This diagram is 
qualitative and follows Cox (1990). Part (b) is a plot of the corresponding 
resonant depolarization of the muons. 
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quadrupole with the electric-field gradient, and so on. In diis case, we want to look at the 

quadrupole-EFG interaction but in quantum mechanical form. The quantum mechanical 

Hamiltonian, HQ, takes the form 

Hn = 
eQV, 

Q = 4/(27-1) [̂ (̂  ' - '̂> + ^(^ ' - ^ ])]» (2-6) 

where ^ is the electron charge, Q is the quadrupole moment value, V^ is the electric-field 

gradient component of the EFG tensor, i] is the asymmetry parameter of the EFG tensor, and 

7 is the nuclear spin (i.e., ^''O: 7=5/2, Cu: 7=3/2). See Appendix C for more discussion on 

the EFG tensor. Nice derivations of Eq. (2.6) are given in Weissbluth (1978) and Slichter 

(1980). Equation (2.6), specifically the EFG tensor, governs the strength of the quadrupole 

splittings of the state 7 to states with two-fold degeneracies in m/. This is shown in Figure 

2.5(a) as die energy splits die state 1-3/2 to m/ = T 3/2, Tl/2 at H=0. So if die EFG tensor 

is zero, there would be no quadrupole splittings of 7. It is important to note that the strength 

of the quadrupole interaction governs the position of the level crossing resonances. 

The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (2.4) is the Zeeman interaction, Hzeeman^ 

for the nuclear and muon magnetic dipoles. This interaction is the effect a magnetic field 

has on a magnetic dipole. The Hamiltonian, Hzeeman^ is expressed 

Hzeeman = (^V + ^^n) * Hext, (2.7) 

where pî  is the muon magnetic dipole moment, |in is the nuclear magnetic dipole moment, 

and Hext is the external magnetic field which includes the applied field and any contributions 

internal to the sample. This interaction causes splittings of the two-fold degeneracies in both 

the nis and m/ levels. The strength of this interaction is limited to the alignment of the net 
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magnetic field to die direction of die dipole moments. In die case where die applied field 

dominates over die internal field, only die field alignment to the nuclear moment is 

important As the applied field is increased, the splittings diverge from each other linearly 

as seen in Figure 2.5(a). 

The final term in Eq. (2.4) is the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, Hdip, which 

describes the interaction between the nuclear and muon dipole moments. The quantum 

mechanical Hamiltonian has the form 

fi2'Y y 
Hdip = ^ [3(5^ . m . r) - {s^ . / ) ] , (2.8) 

where r is the distance between dipoles, s^ is the muon spin vector, / is the nuclear spin 

vector, and y^ and y^ are the gyromagnetic ratios for the muon and nucleus, respectively. The 

quantum mechanical Hamiltonian is very similar to the classical Hamiltonian for the 

magnetic dipole-dipole interactions (Jackson, 1978). For the quantum Hamiltonian the 

dipolar interaction mixes the pure spin states and removes the degeneracy between relevant 

levels of the total system as seen in Figure 2.5(a). As the external magnetic field is increased 

and the energy level lines from the Zeeman interaction are starting to cross each other, they 

turn and avoid each other. These avoidances are the spin flip transitions and are sometimes 

called avoided level crossings (ALC). These ALC correspond to the decrease in polarization 

in Figure 2.5(b). 

The magnetic dipole-dipole interaction drives the cross-relaxation which permits the 

resonances to be detected and determines the intensities and widdis of the resonant lines. 

Generally, the dipole interaction is considered a small perturbation compared to the Zeeman 

interaction. For the example given in Figure 2.5, the solution of Eq. (2.8) can be 

complicated. But to get an idea of possible spin state transitions, see an exact solution of two 
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spin 1/2 particles as given in Slichter (1980). This describes the possible transitions of two 

equal spin states. These transitions will involve a spin flip of one spin or the other or both. 

For the purposes of muons in RBCO, only the EFG can be measured by |iLCR. 

Knowledge of the EFG can tell us something about the electronic structure local to the 

nucleus which is near the muon. Knowledge of the EFG at a nuclear center when a muon 

is nearby provides information regarding the position of the muon in the lattice. 



CHAPTER m 

RARE-EARTH BARIUM COPPER OXIDES 

Since Bednorz and Muller (1986) discovered copper oxide high-temperature 

superconductors (HTSC), there has been a tremendous effort to characterize and understand 

these materials. These efforts led to the discovery of other copper oxide HTSC systems (Wu 

etal, 1987;Maeda6ra/., 1988;Chugf a/., 1988; Sheng^ra/., 1988) based on and similar 

to the La-Ba-Cu-O (LBCO) material produced by Bednorz and Muller. For example, Wu 

et al. (1987) discovered that by replacing La with Y in LBCO they could produce a 

superconductor with 90K critical temperature. This HTSC was later identified as YBa2Cu307 

(YBCO). It is sometimes called a 1:2:3 compound. There are several 1:2:3 compounds 

which are all produced simply by substituting certain rare-earth elements for Y. For the 

purposes of this work only the 1:2:3 or rare-earth barium copper oxide (RBCO) systems are 

examined. The basic properties important to this research are the crystalline, electronic, and 

magnetic structures of the RBCO system which are reviewed by Pickett (1989), Phillips 

(1989), and Lynn (1990). These properties are interrelated, but there is Uttie agreement on 

exacdy how. The crystalUne and electronic structures are important to muon bonding 

because muon localization is primarily dominated by the electrostatic interaction and not by 

the magnetic interactions. The magnetism of these materials provides the experimental 

means for determining details of the local environment where the muon is localized. 

Rare-Earth Barium Copper Oxide 

For RBCO, die rare-earth ions La, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Ho, Er, and Lu are substituted at 

die Y-site of die YBCO (Hor et al, 1987). It may seem diat many different systems are 

produced by this ion substitution, but the crystal structures and electronic properties of most 

20 
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of these RBCO systems are similar to die YBCO compound and exhibit superconducting 

transitions near 90K. It is important to note here diat not all rare-earth ion substitutions 

produce a structure similar to die YBCO compound and/or exhibit superconductivity (SC). 

For example, the rare-earth ions Tb and Ce do not form the 1:2:3 compound; Pr produces 

a stable 1:2:3 compound, but it is not superconducting. Despite these facts, some simple 

knowledge of the 1:2:3 compound covers all of die relevant RBCO systems. 

Crvstal Structure 

Several features of the crystal structure and properties of RBCO change as the oxygen 

content is varied. Oxygen content controls the crystal symmetry, the valence of the ions, 

whether the material is an insulator or a metal, and whether the material is magnetic or 

superconducting. In general, the full range of oxygen variation in RBCO can be written as 

RBa2Cu306+x where 0< x <1. As x increases, oxygen fills the vacancies in the Cu(l) chains, 

and the symmetry of the structure switches from tetragonal to orthorhombic. A typical phase 

diagram for the tetragonal to orthorhombic transition is seen in Figure 3.1 (Shaked et at., 

1990). The transition point is at 0.35< x <0.65 and depends on the rare-earth ion substituted 

and the sample preparation conditions. If the sample is cooled slowly, the oxygen vacancies 

tend to order strongly but rapid cooling freezes-in the high temperature disorder. If the 

vacancies order, the orthorhombic symmetry is retained to smaller x values than if the 

vacancies are disordered. 

Because of the variation in the material, it is helpful to look at the cases x=l and x=0 

for which there is good agreement on the structure and its related properties. This gives us 

the two extremes of the material and leaves the intermediate x region to examine later. The 

first extreme is the RBa2Cu307 structure which forms with orthorhombic symmetry. The 

material is in a metallic state and is a superconductor with Tc <90K. The unit cell for this 
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Figure 3.1: Typical phase diagram of die lattice parameters, a and b, versus 
oxygen concentration, x, for RBa2Cu306+x-
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structure, illustrated in Figure 3.2(a), has two inequivalent Cu planes. One lies between die 

Ba planes, consists of Cu-O chains, and forms die basal plane of die unit cell used here. The 

other, located between the Ba plane and R-site, is formed by an approximately square planar 

arrangement of Cu and O ions and is described as Cu-O planes or layers. The chains consist 

of Cu(l) and 0(1) ions along die b-axis. The Cu(l) also shares die 0(4) ions which lie above 

and below it on the c-axis so diat die Cu(l) atom is four-fold coordinated widi die O ions. 

The layers consist of Cu(2) ions sharing 0(2) and 0(3) ions in the planar configuration. 

Cu(2) also is bonded to the apex or bridging 0(4) oxygen, resulting in a five-fold coordinated 

copper site. The 0(2) and 0(3) are displaced slighdy out of the Cu(2) plane toward the R 

plane. 

The second extreme is RBa2Cu306 which has tetragonal symmetry. The material is an 

insulator and antiferromagnetic. The main difference between this and the orthorhombic 

structure is that the 0(1) ions are removed from the chains leaving Cu(l)[0(4)l2 dumbbells 

along the c-axis as seen in the unit cell illustrated by Figure 3.2(b). The copper oxide 

materials share a predominant feature, the existence of square Cu02 layers separated by 

"ionic" regions. These two independent Cu planes are important structural features of the 

RBCO, but the relative importance and specific roles of the planes versus the chains is not 

yet fuUy determined. 

Electronic Charge Distribution 

The picture of die electronic structure for RBCO is not as clear as the crystal structure. 

Because of die complexity of the structure, questions of die ionicity and covalency in die 

bonds arise. A formal valence is useful in describing physical models for these systems. 

Formal valences are integral charges, and their sum over the unit cell must be zero. The 

concept of formal valence works well for ionic crystals since the valence closely approximates 
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Figure 3.2: Unit cell structure of RBCO. Figure (a) is of die unit cell of 
RBa2Cu307 (fully oxygenated where a^b); and (b) Figure of die unit cell of 
RBa2Cu306 (oxygen-deficient where a=b). Note: c»3a. (See Appendix B) 
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die actual charge on the ion. However, when trying to assign charge to ions in a covalent/ 

metallic-like system, the valence concept can fall short of properly describing die electron 

distribution in the system. 

The formal valences in the RBCO are well-defined for some of the ions, but there is an 

unanswered question concerning die Cu and O valences for die RBa2Cu307 material. The 

formal valency of RBa2Cu3C)7 can be written as R3+(Ba2+)2(Cu2+)2(Cu3-»-)(02-)7. The R3+ 

and Ba2+ ions, whose valences are agreed upon, provide a framework in which the copper-

oxide system is bound. The Cu(2) in the planes are assigned the charge 2+, leaving a 3+ 

charge for the Cu(l) in the chains. This formal valency seems to fit the material, except 

RBa2Cu307 is a covalent/metaUic-like system. Experimentally there is littie, if any, 

evidence that Cû "̂  exists in these oxides (Fujimore et al, 1987; Iwazumi et al, 1987; 

Yarmoff ^ra/., 1987; Fuggle era/., 1988; Lengeler era/., 1988). No stable Cu compounds 

are known with Cû "*", which suggests RCBO should not be stable with Cû "̂  (PhiUips, 1989). 

The normal valences for cuprates are 2+ in CuO and 1+ in CU2O, so it would be surprising 

to find even a small fraction of Cû +. Therefore, other formal valence schemes need to be 

considered for this system. If the chain coppers are assigned 2+, then there is one hole to 

be distributed on the normal charge states for the Cu and O to achieve the unit cell 

electroneutraUty. This extra hole causes problems in the valence picture for RBa2Cu307 and 

is the key to imderstanding the normal state electrical and magnetic properties. Assigning 

non-integral charges to some of the coppers and/or oxygens is a way aroimd the valence 

problem in the 1:2:3:7 compound. The most common approach is to label the O ions 2-, 

leaving only the Cu ions to be assigned a charge. A scheme diat works nicely is to assign 

a 2.33+ to each Cu ion, yielding R3+(Ba2+)2(Cu2-33+)3(02-)7. Contrary to dus scheme, diere 

is spectroscopic evidence that the coppers are 2+ in both the planes and chains (Niicker et 
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al, 1989). By assigning die Cu ions a 2+ charge, die O ions would be left as 1.86- if die 

charge is equally distributed among all seven oxygens. 

One band structure model (Pickett, 1989), diat is used often, places die unassigned hole 

in a mobile state widiin die Cu(2) planes, yielding a 2-D metallic character to die fidly 

oxygenated 1:2:3:7 compound. The physical motivation for non-integral charge assignments 

in die chain regions is diat die Cu(l) is four-fold coordinated widi 0(4) and 0(1), widi die 

four oxygens approximately the same bond distance from the Cu(l), leading to covalency 

which could give the chains in this compound a metallic character as well. There has been 

some evidence that the small cluster (CUO4) is "partially" covalent The absence of a Cu *̂ 

EPR signal in the metallic/superconducting compound implies that none of the Cu ions arc 

truly in the static 2+ionic state (McKinnonef a/., 1988;Gervaise/a/l, 1988). Thecovalency 

would make it hard to determine an exact valence for the Cu ions. One can see from this 

discussion that a formal valence does not easily apply to fully oxygenated RBCO. The 

question of where the "extra" charge resides remains unresolved. Experimental probes with 

different time scales provide conflicting evidence suggesting a dynamic system with valence 

and spin fluctuations for the RBa2Cu307. 

Since RBa2Cu306 is an ionic insulator, a formal valency is easier to apply. When the 

0(1) is removed from the chain it leaves as a neutral oxygen. This means there are two 

electrons left behind to be distributed throughout the unit cell. One of these neutralizes the 

extra hole present in the fully oxygenated system while the second apparendy localizes in 

the 0(4)-Cu(l)-0(4) dumbbells. The Cu(l) is assigned a charge of 1+, and die formal 

valence can be written R3+(Ba2+)2(Cu2+)2(Cui+)(02-)6. This formalism fits die compound 

leading to Cu plane magnetism, but there are no moments at the copper chain sites, which 

is consistent widi a closed-shell ion. Experimentally and dieoretically diis is a reasonably 
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good representation of die x=0 compound (Pickett, 1987; Phillips, 1989). The electronic 

structure of die oxygen-depleted RBCO dierefore can be represented by an ionic model. 

Magnetism and Superconductivity 

The magnetic properties of die RBCO materials have received a lot of attention in hopes 

diat a better knowledge of die electronic and magnetic behaviors will lead to an understanding 

of die superconductivity in diese materials. Even if die magnetism is not die origin of die 

superconductivity, the Cu-O planes are important to bodi die magnetism and super

conductivity. Magnetic ordering in RBCO has been observed bodi by |iSR experiments 

(Nishida et al, 1987; Golink et al, 1987) and neutron scattering experiments (see review 

by Lynn, 1990) for the Cu moments when x < 0.4 and for the rare-earth moments. Since not 

all rare-earth ions are magnetic, and the ones that are magnetic seem to be decoupled from 

the superconductivity, then the following discussion will concentrate on the Cu moments. 

Magnetism and superconductivity in RBCO are very sensitive to die oxygen content 

in the Cu chains. A typical phase diagram of this sensitivity is shown in Figure 3.3 (Li et 

al, 1990). For large values of x, the material is an orthorhombic superconductor, while for 

small values of x, it is a tetragonal antiferromagnetic (AF) insulator. In the large x regime, 

there has been no evidence that Cu magnetism exists. Therefore, it appears that either Cu 

antiferromagnetism or superconductivity exists with an abrupt phase boimdary near x = 0.4. 

There is some evidence suggesting a narrow co-existence region across the AF/SC 

boundary, however, this is not conclusive because of the inhomogeneity of the present 

materials. Above Tc, the superconducting material is metallic, and if Cu moments exist, they 

are paramagnetic (P). Since there is littie magnetism in the large x regime, we will 

concentrate on the small x regime where diere is magnetism. In this region AF ordering has 

been observed on both types of Cu sites. As seen in Figure 3.3, there are two transitions, or 
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N6el, temperatures, Tf^. There is a high-temperature transition, T^i, which is associated widi 

the Cu plane moments, and a low-temperature transition, TN2^ usually assigned to die Cu 

chain moments, despite the formal valence of 1+ which implies no magnetic moment, at 

least when x=0. 

Neutron scattering measurements (see review by Lynn, 1990) provide details of the 

various magnetic phases. At the high-temperature transition, Tsh tiie Cu spins couple 

antiferromagnetically within the Cu planes with a moment of ~0.65/ifi. However, die Cu 

chain spins remain disordered or perhaps have no localized moments. Also, the moments 

in the adjacent Cu planes arrange antiferromagnetically ina + - + - + - sequence along the 

c-axis as shown in Figure 3.4(a) (Li etal, 1990). T^i occurs at temperatures as high as 500K 

for x=0 and becomes smaller as x increases. For some range of x, at lower temperatures Tff2 

<TNI, the Cu chain spins order antiferromagnetically with a moment of -0.35//^ (with a 

moment of -0.8//^ on the plane coppers). The magnetic structure consists of a simple 

antiparallel arrangement of nearest neighbors in the Cu chains just as it was for the Cu planes. 

The second transition also involves a change in the previous order so that the overall 

configuration along the c-axis becomes a + - + - + - sequence, including both the plane and 

chain coppers as shown in Figure 3.4(b) (Li et al, 1990). The low-temperature transition 

is not as well established as the high-temperature transition, but more and more evidence 

(Lynn, 1990) seems to support a low-temperature transition widi small moments on the 

chain coppers. The Tm are maximum for x values in die middle of die AF phase and tend 

toward zero at x=0. 

It is of interest to note diat die magnetic rare-earths show AF ordering at very low 

temperatures for all oxygen concentrations. This means die rare-earths show AF ordering 

during the superconducting phase (Golink etal, 1987), and superconductivity and the rare-

earth magnetism co-exist. This is interesting because generally magnetic impurities, such 
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Figure 3.4: Magnetic unit cell for AF-Cu in RBCO. Figure (a) The basic spin 
structure for the Cu moments at high temperature, the Cu moments in the 
chains (small circles) are thermally disordered; and (b) basic spin structure for 
the Cu at low temperature. 
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as rare-earth ions, reduce Tc strongly. The T^ is between 0.15 to 17.0K widi a range of 

magnetic moments between 0.74 to 7.4/i5 (Lynn, 1990). The magnetic structure for most 

magnetic R-ions in RBCO is shown in Figure 3.5. The magnetic structure consists of one 

rare-earth ion per chemical unit cell with magnetic neighbors in all three directions aligned 

antiparallel. The magnetic moment direction is along the c-axis. The superconductivity and 

magnetism co-existence is one reason it is believed that the rare-earth magnetism is fully 

decoupled from the superconductivity. Such a picture suggests that the supercurrents are 

totally confined to the 2-D Cu02 planes with perhaps 1-D currents in the chains when x is 

near one, but no 3-D superconductivity is present (Lichti et al, 1991). 

Hydrogen in RBCO 

Since the |J."̂  can be compared to a proton, a brief review of the physical properties of 

hydrogen doped RBCO, or HyRBa2Cu307, is important for a later comparison of ÎSR 

studies in RBCO and HyRBCO. There are a number of studies on HyRBa2Cu307 (Reilly et 

al, 1987; Yang e/a/., 1987; Nicolas, ̂ r A/., 1988;Fujii^ra/., 1988;Niedermeyer6rfl/., 1989; 

Gottnetal, 1989,1990,1992,1993;Gluckner^ffl/., 1990;Gro6^ra/., 1992). The crystal 

structure of die hydrogen doped RBCO is essentially the same as for die parent 1:2:3 

compound except for a lattice constant dependence with the hydrogen concentration, y. It 

is generally agreed diat the crystal structure changes from orthorombic to tetragonal as y 

increases. The structural phase change occurs at a typical value of y~0.8. 

HyYBa2Cu307 shows global AF ordering, for y > 0.5, which is generally believed to 

be due to plane Cu moments. |iSR and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) have found a 

TN~ 320K (Niedermeyer et al, 1989; Goren et al, 1989). As a side note, a nuclear 

quadrupole resonance (NQR) study of H doped RBCO by Goren et al (1993) fmds slight 

evidence for magnetic contributions from die chain Cu. Most of the studies also fmd diat 
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Figure 3.5: The magnetic unit 
cell for die rare-earth ions (Nd, 
Gd, Dy, and Pr) in RBCO. 
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die valence on the copper ions decreases as the hydrogen concentration increases. AH of the 

property modifications just presented for Hy YBa2Cu307 are similar to observed changes for 

oxygen removal in RBa2Cu307+x. Since oxygen is considered to be a hole donor, it is 

possible that hydrogen acts like an electron donor filling the extra hole in the system. 

The question of where the hydrogen resides in RBCO is not clear. The answer is 

believed to be the same answer as where the muon stops. The two are related and are the 

basic question addressed by this dissertation. It is generally agreed that for small y 

concentration, hydrogen will stop at interstitial sites near the Cu-O layers. This is consistent 

with the results for muon stop sites. More information about hydrogen sites is discussed 

along with predicted muon sites in Chapter IV. 



CHAPTER IV 

^SR AND îLCR IN RBCO 

Muon Spin Rotation has been important in characterizing the magnetic and 

superconducting properties of RBCO. îSR produced die first measurements of die bulk 

temperature-dependent magnetic field penetration depdis and flux-pinning effects in the 

superconducting phase of YBa2Cu307 (Harshmann et al, 1987) and yielded die first 

evidence of the copper antiferromagnetic (AF) phase in the YBa2Cu306 based compounds 

(Nishida et al, 1987a, b). |iSR was also the first to detect the high-temperature Cu-AF 

transition in PrBa2Cu307 (Cooke etal, 1990a, b). A review of jiSR in RBCO at Los Alamos 

Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) has been done by Lichti (1993). 

The preceding paragraph gives a few examples of some of the important work produced 

by |iSR in RBCO. In almost all of the |XSR work in RBCO the crystallographic site of the 

muon is important for providing detailed analysis of |xSR data. Some basic information 

about muon sites from jiSR is presented in the next sections. 

Muon Localization 

When a positive muon is implanted into an oxide, or any other solid, it slows to thermal 

velocities in less than 10-̂ ® seconds. The rate at which it thermalizes depends on both the 

material and temperature. The muon stops at an interstitial site approximately lOCX) 

Angstroms (A) away from where it was initially introduced (Brice, 1978, 1979). Even 

though the muon is first and foremost a microscopic magnetic probe, its localization is 

primarily dependent on electrostatic and not magnetic interactions. Because of die 

electrostatic dependence, the positive muon is, in general, attracted to die negative oxygen 

ions in the oxides. A muon also can lower its energy by acquiring an electron to form a 

34 
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muonium atom. However, at diis point in piSR research, it is more or less agreed diat die 

positive muon forms a oxygen-muon (0-Mu) bond in RBCO materials, which is consistent 

widi earlier work on ordmary transition metal oxides (Boekema, 1984; Denison, 1984). 

Exacdy where the muon localizes is not known. Previous studies suggest that the muon 

site is located near the oxygens in the Cu-O chains or planes depending on whether the host 

RBCO is the oxygen-rich or depleted case, respectively. There remains some disagreement 

as to exacdy where in these regions the muon rests. With 0-Mu bond formation there is at 

least one low potential area near each oxygen ion. This can lead to multiple muon rest sites, 

which is the most likely possibility. At low temperatures, the muon's thermal energy may 

be low enough for some fraction of muons to become trapped in so-called metastable sites, 

which leads to more than one frequency. Experimentally, more than one frequency often 

is found in the RBCO materials, which is discussed in the next section. As the temperature 

rises, the muon's thermal energy eventually increases so that the muon migrates to the most 

stable site or lowest potential. Because die possible sites will have different local fields in 

any magnetically ordered phase, |xSR gives several distinct muon frequencies. If the muon 

is hopping from one site to another, then—depending on the hopping rate—an average 

frequency may be observed, or the frequency line widths may simply increase. 

Muon Frequencies in RBCO 

In |iSR the muon precession frequency is a direct measure of the net magnetic field at 

the muon site. As mentioned above, distinct multiple frequencies are seen in the same 

RBCO sample which means there is more than one muon stop site. Depending on the 

magnetic structure of die RBCO compound, equivalent crystallographic sites in a compound 

can lead to different muon frequencies. Even though each muon frequency is for a different 

site, the frequency does not direcdy indicate the actual crystallographic site of die muon. 
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Table 4.1 is a list of muon frequencies diat are reported for various RBCO compounds. 

As is seen, there are multiple frequencies in each individual compound alone. Since die 

crystallographic and electronic structures of each material are similar, diey should have very 

similar muon stopping sites. But correlating the frequencies to equivalent muon sites 

between different compounds is not necessarily obvious or reasonable since the magnetic 

structures vary between compounds. Also presented in Table 4.1 is die corresponding 

magnetic field observed, the ion(s) believed to be responsible for the magnetism, and brief 

notes about each frequency. 

One of the first |iSR studies of a magnetic RBCO compound was performed by Golink 

et al (1987) on GdBa2Cu307.y. They report two muon frequencies, one at 4.6 MHz and a 

weak signal at 7.0 MHz. Since these samples are in the superconducting phase where there 

is no Cu-AF, both signals are due to Gd-AF. The 4.6 MHz amplitude is five times larger than 

the 7.0 MHz signal in a Tc~9QiK. sample, but in a rc~60K sample, the 4.6 MHz signal drops 

down to about 2.3 times that of the 7.0 MHz signal. Since in the rc~60K sample some of 

the chain oxygens are missing and the 4.6 MHz signal strength is reduced, the 4.6 MHz 

signal may be related to a muon site near die chain oxygens. 

There are at least three muon frequencies observed for YBa2Cu30x (Nishida et al, 

1987a, b; Brewer et al, 1989; Kiefl et al, 1989; Golink et al 1988; Nishida et al, 1988). 

Since Y is not magnetic, the internal magnetic fields arise from Cu-AF. The 4.0 and 18.0 

MHz signals are observed for x=6.0 to 6.3 while die 2.0 MHz signal is only seen for die x>6.0 

but still in the AF insulator phase. Since die 4.0 and 18.0 MHz signals are seen in the absence 

of chain oxygens, these signals are not related to sites near the chain oxygens. And since 

die 2.0 MHz signal is weak and present only when x>6.0, dus could imply diat die 2.0 MHz 

signal is most likely from a muon site associated widi die chain oxygens. The 4.0 MHz 

precession amplitude is larger dian die 18.0 MHz signal, making it die dominate frequency 
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Table 4.1 

Observed Muon Frequencies 

Material 

GdBa2Cu307 

GdBa2Cu307.y 

YBaCuOx 

HoBa2Cu307 

HoBa2Cu306.2 

ErBa2Cu306.2 

(all at T> 65K) 

(aU at T< 65K) 

ErBa2Cu30x 

(MHz) 

4.6 
7.0 

4.6 
7.0 

2.0 
4.0 

18.0 

2.8 
1.7 

(kOe) 

(0.338) 
(0.515) 

(0.338) 
(0.515) 

(0.147) 
(0.294) 
(1.324) 

(0.206) 
(0.125) 

4.0 (0.294) 
?something 

3.9 
5.4 

11.0 

0.0 
4.9 
7.4 

19.0 
25.0 
34.0 

4.9 
0.08 

• a) Golink £r a/. (1987) 
b) Golink er a/. (1988) 
c) Dalmas ef a/. (1988) 
d) Nishida era/. (1987a, b) 
e) Brewer era/. (1989) 
f) Kiefl er a/. (1989) 
g) Barth er a/. (1988) 

V 

(0.287) 
(0.397) 
(0.809) 

(0.000) 
(0.360) 
(0.544) 
(1.397) 
(1.838) 
(2.500) 

(0.360) 
(0.006) 

ion, notes 

Gd, 5;c more than 7.0 MHz 
Gd, very weak 

Gd, y>0, Ix more dian 7.0 MHz 
Gd, y>0, weak 

Cu, for x=6+y 
Cu, for x=6 
Cu, for x=6 

Ho, T< 75mK 
Ho, 150mK<r< 300mK 

Cu(2) 
start of Ho, r<3K 

Cu(2), strong signal 
Cu(2), strong 
Cu(2), weak 

Cu(l),(2), weak signal 
Cu(l).(2), strong 
Cu(l),(2), strong 
Cu(l).(2),weak 
Cu(l),(2),weak 
Cu(l),(2), weak 

Cu,x=6.11,r<10K 
Er, x=7.0 

h) Kuno er fl/. (1988) 
i) Nishida era/. (1988) 
j) Lichti era/. (1990b) 
k) Halimera/. (1990) 
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in YBCO materials. Most researchers agree that these two frequencies are due to the plane 

copper, Cu(2), moments while die 2.0 MHz signal, which is seen in die mixed oxygen phase, 

could be due to bodi the plane and chain copper moments. It is interesting to note diat a 

proton NMR study of HyYBa2Cu306.2 by Nishihara et al (1988) observed an internal 

magnetic field at die proton site of about 150 G which corresponds to a muon signal of ~2 

MHz. 

In the HoBa2Cu30x structure there are two main îSR signals. Bardi et al (1988) 

observed a 2.8 MHz signal at a Ts-lSmK. in an x=7 sample while Kuno etal (1988) reported 

a 4.0 MHz signal in an x=6.2 sample. The 2.8 MHz muon frequency is from Ho-AF and the 

4.0 MHz frequency is from Cu(2)-AF. 

A IJ.SR study of ErBa2Cu306.2 by Lichti et al (1990b) found several possible muon 

frequencies. At Ti>65K, where only Cu(2)-AF is observed, three main signals of 3.9, 5.4, 

and 11.0 MHz are seen. The first two signals are strong and the 11.0 MHz is weak. Then 

at r<65K a magnetic transition occurs, possibly from the chain copper moments ordering 

also, and numerous frequencies are seen. The main frequencies are at 4.9 and 7.4 MHz, 

while the others are weak. A second analysis (Halim et al, 1990) reported a weak signal 

at 0.0 MHz. 

Another study of ErBa2Cu30x by Maletta et al (1990) found two strong signals. At 

r~10K, where only Cu-AF is observed, diere is a 4.9 MHz signal for x=6.11 which is 

consistent widi die Lichti etal (1990b) results. The odier signal is 0.08 MHz and is at a lower 

temperature of less dian 0.5K for x=7. This signal is attributed to ordered Er moments. 

As is seen m Table 4.1 diere are many muon frequencies and diere is Uttie direct 

information about die muon sites. Widi knowledge of die magnetic and electronic structure 

of these materials, one can match die frequencies in Table 4.1 to get more mformation. The 
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details of the possible muon sites related to die observed muon frequencies and die 

corresponding sites between material will be discussed in a later section. 

Muon Frequencies in Hvdrogenated YBCO 

|iSR studies of hydrogenated YBa2Cu30x have been performed by die Paul Schemer 

Institut (PSI) group in Switzerland (Gluckler etal, 1989,1990; Niedermayer etal, 1989). 

The l̂SR studies were with samples that had enough hydrogen to start the Cu(2)-AF 

ordering. Two frequencies, -2.0 and 4.0 MHz, are observed, and their relative strength 

depends on the concentration of oxygen and hydrogen. The 4.0 MHz signal, which is at 

times the weaker of the two, is the dominate signal in YBa2Cu306 with no hydrogen. 

Gluckler etal (1989,1990) reported a strong 2.0 MHz signal and a weak 4.0 signal for 

Hi.3i YBa2Cu307 and a direct switching of signal strength between the two frequencies for 

Ho.47YBa2Cu306.7. Gluckler et al attributes the increase of the occupation in the 4.0 MHz 

site to the removal of oxygen from the chains. They did not mention the possibility that the 

decrease in hydrogen concentration from 1.31 to 0.47 could also cause the increase in the 

4.0 MHz signal. Since it is likely that hydrogen occupies the same sites as the positive muon, 

the hydrogen could be blocking the muon from the 4.0 MHz site. As the hydrogen content 

is decreased, the muon can move into the site, leading to the increase in the 4.0 MHz signal. 

Niedermayer et al (1990) reported }iSR frequencies for Ho.9YBa2Cu307. They fmd a 

strong 2.0 MHz signal and a weaker 4.0 MHz signal. They attribute die 2.0 MHz signal to 

a site m die Cu-O chains and die 4.0 MHz to a site in die Ba-0 planes. Using a dipole sum 

of die known Cu moment structure for YBa2Cu306, diey estimate die dipolar fields at 

proposed sites suggested by Dawson et al (1988). Frequencies of 2.2 and 4.4 MHz at diese 

sites are calculated which are consistent widi diek |iSR measurements. The proposed sites 

by Dawson are discussed in the next section. 
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Review of Previnns Site Searches 

There are several studies on muon sites in RBCO (Chan 1988; Dawson et al, 1988, 

1990, 1991a, b; Birrier et al, 1989; Halim et al, 1990; Lichti et al, 1990; Nishida et al, 

1990; Weber era/., 1990; Adams 1990; Brewer era/., 1990; McMuUen era/., 1991; Adams 

etal, 1994). Due to the complexity of die material, most of these studies are performed using 

classical magnetic dipole and potential energy calculations. The results for die majority of 

these studies agree qualitatively on muon sites, but the details of die site and die assignment 

to muon frequencies differs. 

Magnetic dipole calculations are the most commonly used method and can yield the site 

if the magnetic structure and the muon spin precession frequencies are known. This last 

statement may seem strange since one of the main reasons for wanting to know the muon 

site is to help obtain information about the magnetic ordering structure. But since 

information about the magnetic structure is available from neutron scattering, assuming that 

the static dipole moments are the main contribution to the magnetic field the muon sees, a 

dipole sum to calculate magnetic field at specified locations is possible. 

An initial site search by Chan (1988) using zero-field frequencies and line widths for 

rare-earth AF phases gave the first clear evidence of a 0-Mu bond site in RBCO materials. 

When the calculated dipole field from the Gd magnetic structure for RBCO matches the 

experimental magnetic field from zero-field frequencies and the observed line width 

matches the calculated second moment from nearby nuclear spins, that site is considered a 

good candidate. This search gives sites consistent with a O-Mu bond at the chain oxygen 

but is inconclusive as to the bond direction. 

One way to narrow down the list of candidate muon sites is to model the localization 

of the muon. A logical step is to approximate die electrostatic interaction of die muon with 
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die RBCO system. Classical potential energy calculations by C. Boekema's group at San 

Jos6 State University were performed assuming O-Mu (or 0-H) bond formation (Dawson 

et al, 1988; Halim et al, 1990). A Morse (Morse, 1929) or Morse-like potential was used 

to simulate the O-Mu bond, and a Coulombic potential was included for die nearby ions. As 

expected, each oxygen ion is found to have at least one local potential minimum associated 

with it. The results of diese studies for possible sites are listed in Table 4.2 (Halim et al, 

1990). In Table 4.2, the first four sites are for muon probe sites in RBa2Cu306, and the last 

four are for sites in RBa2Cu3(>7. The calculated relative coordinates and classical potential 

energy of each site also is listed. To get a better feel of where these sites are positioned in 

the unit cell. Figure 4.1 shows the sites listed in Table 4.2. It is important to note that the 

sites listed for the RBa2Cu306 are located closer to the Cu-O plane as seen in Figure 4.1 (a). 

This is due to the absence of oxygen ions in the Cu-O chains. When these oxygen ions are 

present, as in RBSLJCUSOJ, the sites shift down in the region closer to the Cu-O chains as seen 

in Figure 4.1 (b). This indicates the muon stop sites are sensitive to the oxygen concentration 

in die Cu-O chains (Dawson et al, 1990, 1991a, b; Halim et al, 1990). 

It is also important to note diat Table 4.2 indicates that the local minimums are LI, D, 

and B, while the most shallow site is the B2 site. The B2 site is 0.6 times the depth of the 

next most shallow minimum at the A site. The classical potential calculations assume a fixed 

potential curve simulating the O-Mu bond; however, it is not clear what shape the O-Mu 

bond potential should have within the crystal. Therefore, relative depths from classical 

potentials may not be accurate in assigning the most stable minimums. One can expect the 

positions to be reasonably represented by a good classical simulation. 

The positions in Table 4.2 which yield die lowest electrostatic potentials are dien used 

to check for a reasonable match to calculated magnetic dipole fields. Dawson et al (1988, 

1991b) and Halim et al (1990) performed such calculations using a number of different 
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Table 4.2 

Predicted Muon Sites from Classical Potentials* 

r 
x/a 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.24 

0.026 
0.245 
0.0 
0.273 

* Halim 

y/b 

0.16 
0.50 
0.52 
0.56 

0.400 
0.395 
0.265 
0.011 

etal {\99\) 

z/c 

0.23 
0.29 
0.47 
0.345 

0.083 
0.0 
0.108 
0.137 

£/(eV) 

-1.2 
-1.5 
-1.27 
-1.5 

-1.53 
-1.25 
-1.32 
-0.72 

N 
Name Site 

A 
B 
S 
D 

LI 
U 
Bl 
B2 
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Cu(2) 

(jO(4) 
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Figure 4.1: Predicted muon site locations, from coordinates in Table 4.2, in half-
unit cells of (a) RBa2Cu306 and (b) RBa2Cu307. 
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rare-earth and copper magnetic strucmres taken from neutron scattering results. DetaUs of 

diese studies, compiled listings of possible sites, and calculated frequencies are given in 

Dawson (1993) and Halim et al (1990). A comparison table for observed and predicted 

frequencies from die work of diis group is shown in Table 4.3 (Halim et al, 1990). The 

results yield reasonably good agreement widi experiment. From die field matching results 

in Table 4.3, the predicted dominant site is the B2. This is an interesting result since according 

to die classical potential calculations the B2 site is the most electrostatically unstable of die 

reported muon sites in Table 4.2. In later analyses, Dawson et al (1990, 1991a, b) and 

Boekema et al (1993) claim the B2 and BI are conclusively die two most frequentiy 

observed sites widi B2 more probable than BI. 

In reviewing the literature, there is littie question that the B2 site frequencies match the 

dominant experimental frequencies in almost all the various RBCO compounds, but there 

are too many inconsistencies in the conclusions drawn and too many questions left 

unanswered about the BI site. For example, the reported predicted frequency of 5.4 MHz 

for the BI site in GdBa2Cu307 from Table 4.3 is approximately the same as that predicted 

for the LI site (Dawson et al, 1988; Halim et al, 1990). Thus, one should not rule out the 

LI site as being responsible for the observed 4.6 MHz signal in Table 4.1. As mentioned 

in an earlier section, several researchers argue that the decrease in the 4.6 MHz signal 

amplitude, as the oxygen concentration decreases, may indicate a possible chain oxygen 

related site such as LI. 

Assignments of die signals in YBa2Cu306+x, raise additional questions. For x=0, die 

main signals are 4.0 and 18.0 MHz, widi 4.0 MHz dominant. The assigned sites for diese 

signals are the BI and D, respectively and were confirmed by Nishida et al (1990) using 

magnetic dipole calculations for YBaCuO and GdBaCuO. As x increases, a weak signal at 

-2.0 MHz appears in several experimental results (Golink er a/., 1988; Nishida et al, 1987a, 
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Matched îSR Frequencies and Sites 
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Material 

GdBa2Cu307 

HoBa2Cu307 

YBa2Cu306 

HoBa2Cu306 

ErBa2Cu306 

* Halim era/. (1991) 

V 

/(MHz) 
observed 

4.6 
7.6 

2.8 

4.0 
18.0 

4.0 

0.0 
4.9 
7.4 
34.0 

/(MHz) 
predicted* 

5.4; 5.3 
7.6 

2.4 

4.2 
19.9 

4.2 

0.0 
4.2 
9.7 
33.7 

Site Name 

BI;LI 
B2 

B2 

B2 
D 

B2 

B,S 
B2 
BI 
D 

>V 

/ 
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b; Brewer etal, 1989; Kiefl etal, 1989). This appearance of a new signal for added oxygen 

may be an indicator of a chain oxygen site. This assignment is consistent widi die magnetic 

dipole calculations of a 1-2 MHz signal assigned to die LI site by Nishida et al (1990). A 

second mediod, to change site availability, is to add H radier dian remove O. The 

HyYBa2Cu307 signals are discussed briefly in an earlier section. The dominant HYBCO 

signals are also -2.0 and 4.0 MHz and are believed to originate from die same magnetic 

structure as YBa2Cu306+x. The 2.0 and 4.0 MHz intensities switch as die oxygen and 

hydrogen concentrations are decreased. This may be an indicator diat die LI site is 

associated to the 2.0 MHz signal. 

To summarize die conclusions from die classical calculations, the dominant frequency 

in RBCO is strongly believed to be associated widi die B2 site, widi die lower amplitude 

signal from either the BI or LI sites. 

The classical potential calculations perform a reasonable job in obtaining information 

about the bond direction of the muon and in locating good search regions for magnetic dipole 

calculations. But they are still limited to a fixed potential and do a poor job of indicating 

which muon site is the most stable. The next logical step in calculating the potential energy 

surface for H-like impurities in the RBCO material is to apply quantum chemistry theory. 

The first attempt to apply quantum chemistry to find the stable muon sites in RBCO was 

performed by Lichti etal (1990) and Adams (1990) in the early stages of the current project, 

using a limited quantum chemistry approach, the ground-state energy for the closed-shell 

(OMu)" molecide was calculated using restricted Hartree-Fock for an intermediate-sized 

basis set with only O and Mu (or H) centered wave functions. The (OMu)" molecule was 

embedded in a cluster of 20 to 60 point charges chosen to simulate the local RBCO 

environment. The point charges were treated as additional nuclei, but had no associated 

basis functions. 
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The possible sites from diis model are consistent qualitatively widi classical potential 

sites, but die details of die sites are slighdy different. Various clusters are used depending 

on die oxygen to which die muon is expected to be bound. Only die chain oxygen and die 

bridging oxygen sites are used to calculate potential energy surfaces in dus initial effort. For 

die chain oxygen clusters die most stable site is consistent widi die LI site. There is also a 

very shallow minunum in die a/b plane of die chain region more or less in die region of die 

L3 site. The sites found for die bridging oxygen depended on die oxygen concentration in 

die chains, again being consistent widi die classical potentials. For die RB2CU3O7 cluster, 

die dominant site is similar to die BI site, widi shallower sites much like die A site nearer 

to die Cu-O planes. There is littie evidence for a B2 site in diis cluster. In die RB2CU3O6, 

die dommant site is shifted closer to die Cu-O planes and is similar to an A site widi possible 

indications of a BI or B2 site, which are electrostatically equivalent in RB2CU3O6. These 

sites are not clearly observed in die potential curves, being overshadowed by the Coulombic 

attraction from the near neighbor positive ions. 

The results of this simplified quantum model also suggest two types of sites: (1) 

0-Mu...O and (2) Cu-Mu, depending on the choice for point charge distributions. The first 

site is consistent with 0-Mu...O bond chemistry when reasonable Cu-O covalences are 

assumed, but results for higher charges on the copper imply a Cu-Mu type of muon site. The 

0-Mu...O type bond is consistent with previous work done on muon localization, but the 

Cu-Mu bond was not anticipated. The sites associated with the coppers are considered 

suspect because there is a large population of electrons on the muon due to a large Coulombic 

attraction from the near neighbor positive ions. This is a break down of the O-Mu bond 

assumptions of the starting model because the region directiy between the near neighbor ions 

and the (OMu)" molecule is not properly modeled and the near neighbor ions need associated 

basis functions centered on them. One of the goals of the present extension of earlier 
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quantum calculations is to clarify whedier Cu-Mu type bonds are formed in a more extended 

molecule treatment. 

îLCR Resonances in RBCO 

In Chapter 11, we discussed |iLCR, which is an important characterization tool in 

semiconductors and metals. The first fiLCR experiment performed on a HTSC was by 

Brewer et al (1990), who combined piSR and i''0-|i level-crossing resonance in an effort 

to directiy obtain muon sites in YBa2Cu307. They report: (1) additional depolarization for 

a '̂'O substituted sample compared to a ^̂ O control sample; (2) observation of '̂̂ O-)! LCR 

lines, and (3) an estimated quadrupolar coupling constant (QCC), of 6.49 MHz, close to diat 

for the 0(2,3) planar site as measured by '̂'O NMR with no muon present. 

The first two observations are strong indicators of an O-Mu bond while the third 

suggests a site in or near the Cu02 plane. The 0(2,3) site assignment is not consistent with 

most other determinations; and as Brewer et al mention, it is surprising that a muon would 

not have a more pronounced effect on the EFG at the bonded oxygen. Noakes (1991) 

performed a second analysis that indicates the |iLCR signals are due to at least two O-Mu 

bond sites and suggests competition between the muon generated EFG and the lattice EFG. 

A model for muon bonding in RBCO is applied to the EFG question as part of diis project 

and is discussed in Chapter VU. 



CHAPTER V 

QUANTUM CHEMISTRY THEORY 

"Quantum chemistry is quantum theory applied to chemistry, condensed 
matter physics, and molecular biology, and research in fundamental quantum 
dieory " - P.O. Lowdin (1991). 

The standard theoretical approaches in soHd state physics are generally for a infinite 

periodic lattice using reciprocal space. But when a point defect, such as an ion, is introduced 

into an interstitial site the symmetry of the lattice is lowered and the periodicity is lost. The 

loss of symmetry makes this problem difficult to model, (^antum chemistry approaches 

do not have these problems in modeling point defects in solids. Chapter V gives an overview 

of basic quantum chemical approached used in diis dissertation. The following discussions 

draw heavily from Christoffersen (1989) and Weissbludi (1978). 

Consider the nonrelativistic quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for a molecule containing 

N electrons and P nuclei with charge Zp and mass Mp. The important interaction terms of 

this system, assuming no external field and neglecting spin-orbit terms, are 

H=[Te+Vr^+ Vee] + [Tn + V„n] (5.1) 

where Te is die electron kinetic energy, V„̂  is die nucleus-electron potential energy, Vee is 

die electron-electron potential energy, r„ is tiie nucleus kinetic energy, and V̂ n is die 

nucleus-nucleus potential energy term. The quantum operators corresponding to each term 
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H = 
1 N P,Ny N 1 

^ i=\ a,i ^<^i i>j ̂ U 
4i P / ^ \ P 7 7. 

2a=lV^a 
(5.2) 

where red is die distance between nucleus a and electron i, r.y is die distance between 

electrons i andy, and Rap is die distance between nuclei a and p. Equation (5.2) is written 

in atomic units which assumes h=e=me= 1 • Notice that die second term on the right-hand side 

of (5.2) contains both electronic and nuclear motion in a non-separable way. This prevents 

a rigorous separation of electronic and nuclear motion. 

Bom-Oppenheimer Approximation 

One way around the inseparability of Eq. (5.2) is to consider the relatively large 

difference in mass between the electrons and nuclei. Considering the fact that the nuclei 

move slowly compared to the electrons, which are buzzing around the nuclei, the nuclei can 

be considered to be fixed in space relative to each other, which allows us to separate the 

electronic and nuclear motion. This is called the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation (BOA) 

(Bom etal, 1927). The BOA holds for most situations involving non-degenerate electronic 

states (Morrison etal, 1976). Under BOA only die terms in die fu-st bracket of (5.2) involve 

variables that change, thus the wave function for the system is written as a product of 

functions. 

H'(r/, Kx) = ^(Ra) • (piri; Ra). (5.3) 

The fu*st term, <I>(Ra), is the nuclear eigenfunction and depends only on die nuclear 
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coordinates. The second term (piri; R )̂ is known as die electronic eigenfunction and 

describes the motion of die electrons (r,) for a particular/zxe J choice of nuclear positions 

(Ra). 

Now using Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3), die time-independent Schrodinger equation (SE) for die 

system is 

H'V = £"¥, (5.4) 

where E=Ee+En. We then separate it into two different partial differential equations (PDE), 

i.e.. 

. N ^ P,N N . 

i=l 
rai ^^ rij 

a,i i>j 

(pin', Ra) = Ee(p(ri\ Ra) , (5.5) 

and 

iif^k-i^^^ ^a=\\^aj a> 'p ^ap 
0(Ra) = E^iRa) (5.6) 

Eq. (5.5) is die called die electronic Schrodinger equation and Eq. (5.6) is die nuclear 

Schrodinger equation. Note diat Eq. (5.6) involves die electronic energy. Eg, in its potential 

energy term, and diat Ee must be known for all values of die nuclear coordinates (Ra). The 

second and diird term, in Eq. (5.6), combined are called die potential energy surface function 

and exist only widiin the BOA. For our purposes diese two terms only will be used and a 

way to solve equation (5.5) for Eg will be discussed. 
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Hartree-Fock Theory 

The question of how to solve die electronic SE (5.5) arises. But as widi die full 

molecular Hamiltonian m Eq. (5.2), die electronic SE is not exacdy solvable. To get an idea 

of die difficulties of solving this problem consider die electronic Hamiltonian, which 

follows 

, N P,Ny N . 

^«=4lVM|^+Z^, (5.7) 
1=1 a,i i>j •' 

where the various terms and components are identified earlier. The main difficulty in solving 

Eq. (5.7), is the electron repulsion term (l/r/,) where the electron coordinates are not 

separable. Also Eq. (5.7) suggests that the wave function for the system will be sensitive 

to the relative position of the electrons as well as the position of the electrons relative to the 

nuclei. How to address the question of the relative motion of the electrons, which may be 

delocalized over multiple nuclei, as well as their interaction with each other has been a 

problem for over 60 years. 

The most common starting place is molecular orbital theory (MuUiken, 1928; Hund 

1928a, b; and Lennard-Jones, 1928). Molecular orbital theory assumes that the molecule 

is at its equilibrium geometry, and that the constmcted orbitals encompass the entire 

molecule. This type of orbital is called a molecular orbital (MO). Generally, MOs are 

constmcted so that only one electron is assigned to an individual orbital. The most popular 

method used in modem calculations of molecules is based on MO theory and involves the 

Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation (Hartree, 1928,1957; Fock, 1930). This formulation is 

based on the independent particle model which assumes diat an individual electron sees and 
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interacts with the average potential produced by die nuclei and the other electrons. These 

approximations make the electronic SE (5.7) separable. 

Even though Eq. (5.5) does not include the spin explicitiy in the HamUtonian, the 

antisymmetric property of the wave function is included via Slater determinants (Heisenberg, 

1926; Dirac, 1926; Slater, 1929) which naturally account for die Pauli exclusion principle 

(Pauli, 1925). The determinant makes the wave function an indirect product of spin orbital 

functions. 

The basic idea of HF theory is to seek the best single configuration orbital description 

of multielectron systems. To see how this is done, a few general considerations will be 

discussed. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.7) is sometimes rewritten in the form 

N N i 

H = S M O + I - , (5.8) 
/=! i>j ^'J 

where h(i) is a one-electron operator given by 

''('•)= 4 V? - I § . (5.9) 
a=l 

and is die operator for die kinetic energy of die /di electron plus die attraction of die idi 

electron to each of die nuclei. 

The approximate wave function is a single Slater determinant made up of orthonormal 

one-electron orbitals, i.e.. 
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4'(l. 2, • -.N) = 1 
Xi(l) 

Xi(2) 

Xi(N) 

Xad) -
X2(2) -

• • • • • • 

X2W -

x^(i) 
Xw(2) 

• • 

XNW 

(5.10) 

where 

{Xi\Xj) = ^ (5.11) 

and where x,(^) is the /th orbital describing the itth electron, and (VNl)̂ '̂̂  is for normatization 

purposes. It is important to note that the orbitals, Xii^)y are functions of both space and spin, 

and therefore are called spin orbitals. HF asserts that the behavior of each electron is 

described by its own orbital, and the effect other electrons have on the orbital is included in 

the terms of the Hamiltonian. 

Using Eqs. (5.8) and (5.10), the expectation value is given by 

^ = Z(x.| h(i) \xi)+jj^{{mj\ 7^ \mj)-{mj\ ^ |x;x)}. (5.i2) 
1=1 ij ^ 

where the first term represents the one-electron integrals and die last two terms are die two-

electron integrals given by 

(XiX;| 7 ^ IxdCy) = |J3t,'(l)X;(2)7gX-(l)Z/2) dv^T,, (5.13) 

and 
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{^j\ TJJ IXyX) = jjx;a)x:(2)7^X/l)5G(2) dt,dv, , (5.14) 

where the integration is taken over bodi space and spin coordinates. Equation (5.13) is 

known as the Coulomb integral and is used to calculate the Coulomb repulsion of the average 

charge distribution. The integral in Eq. (5.14) is called die exchange integral and has no 

direct classical analog. 

One of the difficulties in solving Eq. (5.5) with the HF method is that the HF equations 

represent a set of integrodifferential equations that have to be solved numerically. Fortunately, 

another method for constmcting the wave function and solvmg the HF equations was 

proposed by Hall (1951) and Roothaan (1951) independentiy. The basic idea is to use a 

linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) to make MOs as given by 

M 

<Ĵ  = S ^ / ^ ' (5-15) 
r = l 

where the atomic orbitals (0r) are completely determined beforehand and are assumed to be 

a suitable nearly complete set, and Af is the number of atomic orbital functions. Given this, 

tiie determination of the HF orbitals {(pi) is performed by optimizing die linear coefficients 

{cti). In practice, determining of the linear coefficients is easier dian trying to solve die 

integrodifferential equations numerically. This method is called the HF-LCAO or sometimes 

called HF-Roothaan (Roodiaan, 1951). All die calculations reported in this dissertation are 

performed at the HF-LCAO level. 

It is important to remember that HF is approximate and diat the principal source of error 

is due to the lack of full electron correlation. This is associated widi die independent particle 
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model, which does not explicitiy consider die details of each electron's motion widi respect 

to the other electrons. 

Gaussian Functions 

The most common form of atomic orbitals (or basis set functions) are Cartesian 

Gaussian type orbitals (GTO) (Boys, 1950), which have die form (f>tuv = NxYz^'e-^^. The 

advantage of using GTOs is that all of the integrals that arise in the calculation can be 

evaluated analytically in closed form. And the disadvantage is that the cusp behavior near 

the functions origin and the long range behavior of Gaussians are not correct. Because of 

this, to obtain the correct behavior in these regions multiple Gaussians are required. 

Excellent reviews of the GTOs that are available can be found in Huzinaga (1985), Wilson 

(1987), Davidson et al (1986), and Ahlrichs et al (1981). 



CHAPTER VI 

QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: OXYGEN-MUON BOND 

MODEL 

In modeling the oxygen-muon (O-Mu) bonding in RBCO, die question arises as to die 

type of bond and to the shape of the potential energy surface. Classical calculations used 

Morse-like potentials with parameters for the (OH)- molecule. These potentials are fixed 

and do not relax or adjust when embedded in a crystal environment Near the end of Chapter 

IV, a simplified quantum chemistry model was introduced as a way to calculate a more 

realistic potential for the O-Mu bond. This model was used to calculate possible muon bond 

sites associated with the chain and bridging oxygens in the RBCO lattice (Lichti etal, 1990; 

Adams, 1990). The details of this model are discussed in the M.S. thesis by Adams (1990) 

and the results for the 0(1) and 0(2) are discussed in Chapter FV of this dissertation. The 

same model is used here to calculate the muon bond sites for a plane oxygen, 0(2). A brief 

description of this model, the details of the calculation, and the results for the plane oxygen 

sites are presented and discussed in this chapter. 

Computational Method 

This procedure uses a molecular stmcture code called POLY ATOM (Bamett, 1963; 

Moskowitz et al, 1965). The code, which is a system of computer programs, uses a MO-

self-consistent field (SCF) approach employing Gaussian basis sets. POLY ATOM is used 

to compute the electronic wave functions and corresponding derived properties. Here it was 

used to calculate the O-Mu bond in its (approximate) local environment The calculations 

were performed using diree separate computational facilities, Texas Tech Physics Department 
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(MicroVAX H), Texas Tech Academic Computing Services (VectorVax 6520), and Los 

Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) (VAX 8650-8650 cluster). 

As mentioned in Chapter IV, three basic assumptions were made for this model: (1) at 

the static level, a muonium (Mu) atom is indistinguishable from a hydrogen (H) atom, (2) 

a O-Mu bond forms a closed-shell (OMu)- molecule, and (3) point charges can be used to 

represent the crystal environment for RBCO. We feel these assumptions keep the model as 

simple as possible yet reasonable enough to yield useful information about muon localization 

in the rather complex RBCO environment. Lattice relaxations and polarization effects of 

the ionic backgroimd were neglected because of the complexity they would bring to the 

problem. Before describing the details of the model, a brief overview of the procedure will 

be presented. 

The calculation of the ground state energy for the closed-shell (OMu)- molecule was 

performed using intermediate-sized basis sets with only O and Mu centered wave functions. 

This basis was found to give reasonable values for the orbital and total system energies, as 

compared to previous work for an (OH)- molecule (Cade, 1967; Lee et al, 1985). The 

(OMu)- molecule was then embedded in a cluster of point charges chosen to simulate die 

local RBCO environment. The point charges were treated as additional nuclei, but had no 

associated basis functions. Once die charges were selected, die (OMu)- orbitals were 

allowed to relax and die total system energy was calculated. The muon position was then 

changed slighdy and die calculation was repeated. The trends in die variation of energy due 

to die muon bond direction and RBCO environment were recorded. The major advantage 

of dus approach over classical calculations is diat die electron distribution on die (OMu)-

molecule is allowed to relax at each muon position. 
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Oxveen-Muon Molecnle. 

The energy of die closed-sheU (OMu)- molecule is calculated widim die HF-LCAO 

approximation (Roodiaan, 1951;Hall, 1951) as described in Chapter V. The basis set used 

primitive Cartesian GTOs, witii (9s7pld) and (5s3p) sets centered on die oxygen and muon, 

respectively. The details of die constmction of diis basis set is reported in Adams (1990). 

The selection and extensions of this basis is consistent with a systematic constmction and 

study of basis sets for anion molecules such as (OH)- by Lee et al (1985). The ground state 

energy of the (OMu)-, at an equilibrium intemuclear separation of 1.78 Bohr (a^), was 

-75.4079 Hartrees {EH) compared to die value of-75.4180^^/from Adamowicz (1988). To 

improve the calculation one could add more basis functions, but the number of two-electron 

integrals in the calculation varies roughly as the number of basis functions raised to the 

fourth power. In this situation, the amount of computational time would become unreasonably 

large on the available facilities. Therefore, a balance between improving the accuracy of the 

calculation and the computational time must be met We feel the accuracy and computational 

time of our (OMu)- calculation is reasonable for the remaining calculations. 

0(2)-Cluster 

To simulate the RBCO environment, a crystal cluster of point charges is used. This is 

done in POLY ATOM by arranging additional nuclei at atomic sites corresponding to the 

RBCO crystal. The additional nuclei are treated as adjustable point charges without any 

associated basis functions. In die previous studies by Lichti etal (1990) and Adams (1990), 

the muon sites associated with the chain and bridging oxygens were studied, but no attempt 

was made with a plane oxygen, 0(2), centered cluster. So we have performed calculations 

using die 0(2)-cluster as seen in Figure 6.1. In Figure 6.1, die (OMu)- molecule is 

substituted at the 0(2) site which is centered in the environment the muon sees from an 0(2) 
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Figure 6.1: 0(2)-cluster used to simulate the RBCO environment The 
oxygen-muon molecule is located at the central 0(2) marked by a X. The c-
axis is not scaled properly. 
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bond site. This cluster is for RB a2Cu306 as it is seen diat die plane region is associated widi 

dominant sites only when die chain oxygen is not present Since die chain oxygen is so far 

from die plane region it has a negligible effect on die (OMu)- molecule. The material 

is an insulator and ionic, so die assigned ion charge values are the formal values 

R3^(Ba2^)2(Cu(2)2-)2(Cu(l)i-)(02-)6. 

Results 

Before presenting these results, it would be helpful to describe the positioning of the 

muon in the simulated RBCO clusters used to map out the potential curves. Our model and 

the computer code gave us the freedom to position the muon anywhere in the simulated 

crystal. Several difficulties prevented producing a full potential surface map. The first 

problem we encountered was the computational time it took to calculate the overall system 

energy at any single muon position. We thus chose to examine only a limited region where 

the model was physically reasonable which led to the second problem of identifying the 

good physical regions for the model. Since we assumed a O-Mu bond, positioning the Mu 

too far from the oxygen center would cause the model to "physically" break down. To keep 

the calculation doable and physically reasonable, we chose to examine limited regions in the 

RBCO stmcture and to keep the muon position within -1.8 to 2.8ao (or -0.95 to 1.48A) of 

its companion oxygen. We examined the regions near the 0(2) since previous classical 

calculations and magnetic field searches had suggested that some of the most likely sites 

were associated with this oxygen (Dawson etal, 1988; Halim etal, 1990). 

The muon's position was restricted to three regions in die simulated RBCO crystals: (1) 

a/b, (2) a/c, and (3) b/c planes. These three regions were chosen because previous classical 

model studies showed possible muon sites, and because these regions gave some common 

areas of overlap for comparison with the 0(4)-cluster. An example of the muon*s 
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positioning in die 0(2)-cluster for die a/c plane diat intersects at die 0(2) center is seen in 

Figure 6.2. The muon was moved in a 180° arc or 'sweep' widiin the plane at a distance (r) 

from die central oxygen where r=1.8,1.9,2.0,2.2, and l.^ao. The angular position, 6, was 

defined, as shown in Figure 6.2, as a rotation from die a and c-axes, respectively. The muon 

was similarly positioned in the other planes. 

The results for the 0(2)-cluster are extremely qualitative. Figure 6.3 shows the possible 

stable minima obtained from these calculations. These sites are not consistent with 

previously predicted muon sites but may be metastable sites in the lattice. The potential 

energy curves also show a possible model breakdown in regions where the muon is near a 

positive ion, which is typical of this model. Figure 6.4, which shows potential energy versus 

position angle for a sweep in the a/c plane where the muon is at fixed radii from the 0(2), 

illustrates an example of model break down. At approximately 50°, looking at the r= 1.8^0 

curve, the start of a possible potential minimum is seen. This is approximately in the 

direction of the rare-earth ion. As r increases, the energy becomes deeper until we have 

stretched the bond beyond the limits of our model. This type of behavior is typical with most 

of the potential energy curves obtained for die 0(2)-cluster. Also at 60° for die same curve, 

a shoulder is developing due to slow convergence of the energy at that position. Slow and 

poor convergence is believed to occur because in the plane region of the lattice the near 

neighbors are much closer than in other areas of the lattice, and the near neighbor ions have 

large charges on them. So in the regions where the muon is in the proximity of die near 

neighbor ions, specifically die RE and Cu(2) ions, die model appears to be breaking down. 

This is from the fact diat die ions are bare point charges and have no shielding associated 

with them. These problems widi the model are also seen widi the odier oxygen clusters 

(Adams, 1990) but not as strongly. 
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Figure 6.2: The positioning of die muon in the ale plane of the 0(2)-
cluster. 
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Figure 6.3: Possible muon sites, from the 0(2)-
cluster, positioned in a half-unit cell of RBa2Cu306. 
Each site is denoted by pi, p2, and p3. 
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position angle-9 (degrees) 

180 

Figure 6.4: Plot of energy versus position angle for an a/c plane intersecting 
the 0(2). The muon is positioned from 0° to 180° by increments of 5°. The 
approximate direction of die RE and B a are indicated in die plot 
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From these results, it seems that the near neighbor ions need associated wave functions 

to explore the possible muon site regions, especially in the area around the RE ion. The point 

charge approximation is not vaUd, especially for this region of the lattice. No further work 

or progress was made with this cluster because of the results from this initial work. The next 

step is to add wave functions to the important near neighbor ions. This extension is discussed 

in Chapter VIH. 



CHAPTER Vn 

ELECTRIC-FIELD GRADIENT MODEL 

Quadmpole-|iLCR has very recendy been used to obtain experimental information 

about die muon's crystallographic site in several materials (Cooke etal, 1993; Lichti etal, 

1994). P.LCR measures the quadmpole coupling constant (C^C) at die nucleus near which 

a muon is located. Knowing the QCC at the nucleus one can, in principle perform 

calculations of the C^C to determine where die muon is located. The fu-st ̂ iLCR experiment 

performed on a HTSC was by Brewer et al. (1990). In an effort to obtain direct results on 

the muon's environment in YBa2Cu307, Brewer etal combined p.SR and quadmpole |iLCR 

experiments on ^̂ O and '̂'O doped samples. They report: (1) additional depolarization for 

a 1̂ 0 substituted sample compared to a ^̂ O control sample; (2) observation of '̂̂ O-pLCR 

lines, and (3) an estimated C^C close to that for a 0(2,3) planar site (without the muon) as 

measured by '̂̂ O NMR. 

The first two observations are strong indicators of an O-Mu bond; if the muon was not 

near an oxygen then the substitution of '̂̂ O would produce littie or no effect compared to 

the 1̂ 0 control sample. The third observation suggests a site in or near the Cu02 plane if 

the muon has no noticeable effect on the lattice and electronic environment of the bonded 

oxygen. The 0(2,3) site assignment is not consistent widi most other determinations; and 

as Brewer et al (1990) mention, it is surprising tiiat a muon would not have a more 

pronounced affect on die EFG at die bonded oxygen. Noakes (1991) performed a second 

analysis of dus data diat indicates die jiLCR signals are due to at least two O-Mu bond sites 

and suggests competition between the muon generated EFG and the lattice EFG. 
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In order to answer some of die questions from diese studies, such as die effect on die 

EFG at oxygen sites from a positive muon, we have used die model discussed in Chapter VI 

to calculate the EFG at oxygen bond sites. 

Computational Method 

The results reported here are based on the simplified quantum chemistry model for 

oxygen-muon bondmg in RBCO (Lichti etal, 1990; Adams, 1990) discussed in Chapters 

V and VI. The model starts with an (OMu)" molecule embedded in a cluster of point charges 

to simulate the RBCO environment. From this basic model, we calculated the EFG at the 

bonded oxygen with and without the muon present. Specifically, we examined differences 

in the calculated EFG for an O -̂ and an (OMu)- embedded in the same local environments. 

The molecular calculations were performed using the quantum chemistry code G AMESS 

(Dupuis etal, 1980; Schmidt etal, 1990) and are at the HF level. The code was modified 

to accept negative fractional point charges with no associated basis ftinctions. The same 

basic model and assumptions from Chapter VI are used in this model; however, a new basis 

set was chosen for this application. Properties such as the electric-field gradient and 

polarizability are very sensitive to the choice of basis functions (Davidson et al, 1986). The 

original basis used in Lichti etal (1990) and Adams (1990) was not sufficientiy flexible for 

these calculations and needed additional higher lying orbitals in order for the atomic charge 

distributions to distort properly 

Ba.sis Sets 

The basis sets used in die present calculations consisted of die primitive GTOs used by 

Maroulis et al (1986) to calculate relevant properties of die (OH)- molecule, i.e., die 

polarizability. The atomic basis sets were (12s7p3d) and (7s3p) for oxygen and hydrogen. 
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respectively. Widi dus basis we calculated various properties of (OH)-. Since diere are no 

experimental values for diese properties, we compared our results to odier dieoretical work 

from tiie literature which is shown in Table 7.1. 

Oxvgen-Hvdrogen Molecular Prnpertip.̂  

Widi diis basis we obtained a ground state energy of E{OH) = -75.411 IE//, which is 

widiin die energy range of-75.4079 to -75.4188E//from odier (OH)-results and is close to 

die near-HF value of -75.4188£//by Adamowicz (1988). As a check on die energy for die 

atom oxygen basis we calculated a ground state energy of E(02-) = -74.4585£//, compared 

to a medium-sized basis set result of-74.2943£//(Moskowitz etal, 1965). Our Ô - energy 

should be closer to near-HF than the (9s5p) result of Moskowitz et al because our basis set 

is more complete. 

The EFG and polarizability were examined for (OH)- to insure that our ground-state 

wave function responded properly to extemal electrostatic potentials. We wanted the lone 

(OH)- to have good EFGs and polarizabilities, which imply that the wave function behaves 

as realistically as the rest of our model will allow. The (OH)- EFGs at the oxygen and 

hydrogen nuclei for our basis are l.l3eao'^ and O.Sleao'^y respectively, compared to 

literature values of eq{0) = 1.62 to l.lleao-^ and eq{U) = 0.48 to O.eieao'^ (Cade 1967; 

Cummins et al, 1987; Sundholm et al, 1985). The (12s7p3d/7s3p) basis EFGs arc 

consistent with the available literature. The (9s7pld/5s3p) basis from Lichti et al (1990) 

gave reasonable EFGs, so the need of a more complete basis was not that unportant for this 

particular molecular property. This was not tme for (OH)- polarizabilities. 

In Table 7.1, our (OH)- polarizabilities, axx= 20.09ao^ and a^;^ 17.80ao ,̂ are widiin the 

range of other theoretical results, axx= 19.34to21.1ac>^andazz= 16.96 to 18.34^^^ (Maroulis 

etal, 1986; Pluta etal, 1988; Adamowicz 1988; Diercksen etal, 1992). The Lichti etal. 
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Table 7.1 

(Debye) 

1.2672 

1.3376 

1.2722 

1.5019 

N.A 

1.2803 

1.2400 

1.3900 

1.2810 

1.3194 

N.A 

{ao^) 

20.09 

10.46 

20.81 

N.A 

N.A 

19.34 

N.A 

N.A 

N.A 

N.A 

21.1 

/ 17.80 

/ 14.44 

/ 17.67 

/ 18.34 

/N.A 

/ 16.96 

/N.A 

/ 12.91* 

/N.A 

/N.A 

nil 

(OH)- Properties 

eq{0) 1 eq(^) 
{eao-^) 

1.73 / 0.52 

1.59 / 0.63 

N.A / N.A 

N.A / N.A 

1.72 / 0.52 

N.A / N.A 

1.66 / 0.48 

1.62 / 0.63 

N.A / N.A 

1.62 / 0.61 

N.A / N.A 

R 
{ao) 

1.8400 

1.7805 

1.8340 

1.7805 

1.8350 

1.8342 

1.8340 

1.7840 

1.7820 

1.7810 

N.A 

* Calculated with GAMESS from Lee et al. basis which 

f/X-75.) 
Hartrees 

0.4111 

0.4079 

0.4108 

0.4188 

0.4150 

0.4080 

0.4180 

0.4167 

0.4171 

0.4175 

0.4108 

Reference 

(12s7p3d/7s3p) 

Lichti r̂ a/. (1990) 

Maroulis era/. (1986) 

Adamowicz (1988) 

Cummins era/. (1987) 

Diercksen era/. (1992) 

Sundholm era/. (1985) 

Lee era/. (1985) 

Werner era/. (1983) 

Cade (1967) 

Pluta era/. (1988) 

is incomplete for polarizability. 
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(1990) basis used for earUer calculations produces polarizabiUties smaUer dian die lowest 

Uterature value. The more complete basis presented here is important because it accounts 

for die polarizability. Our Ô - polarizability was 88.12ao^ in comparison to a 27-year-old 

value of 71.26^0^, having a large uncertainty (Lahiri etal, 1967), which is die only reference 

we found. We feel that our new oxygen basis set is extended enough to property account 

for the polarizability, and diat the result is sufficientiy accurate for die present purpose. 

Crvstal Clusters 

We performed calculations for clusters centered around die 0(1), 0(4), and 0(2) 

oxygens. The cluster around each oxygen center was constmcted using the following cuts: 

x=(-1.5 to 1.5)a, y=(-1.5 to \.5)b\ and z-axis cuts for 0(1) of (-0.5 to 0.5)c, for 0(4) of 

(-0.5116 to 0.4884)c, and for 0(2) of (-0.3767 to 0.6233)c. Lattice constants were taken 

from Beno etal (1987) for YB2C3O7 (see Appendix B). Clusters were terminated to contain 

an integral number of uiut cells with the outer charges divided as appropriate for the cluster 

boundary. All clusters were neutral prior to substituting the (OMu)- molecule for the central 

oxygen and contained roughly 165 point charges to remain within program limitations. An 

example of the 0(l)-cluster is shown in Figure 7.1. 

The basic procedure was to calculate the EFG tensor for Ô - centered at one of the 

oxygen sites in a suitable point charge cluster and then do the same for (OMu)- substituted 

at that site, i.e., embedded in the same local environment The residting EFG tensors were 

dien diagonalized (Hamilton, 1987; Maple), if necessary, to fmd die principle EFG 

components and directions with respect to the crystallographic coordinates. Second, to 

calculate the contribution attributable to die muon, the difference between the Ô - and 

(OMu)- EFG tensors was calculated in the crystal system and diagonalized. 
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Figure 7.1: Diagram of die 0(l)-cluster used to calculate die EFG at die center 0(1) 
oxygen, which is marked widi an X. The cluster is cut widi x=(-1.5 to 1.5)fl,y=(-1.5 
to l.5)b; and z=(-0.5 to 0.5)c. 
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We examined EFGs from five muon sites associated widi die chain-O(l), bridging-

0(4), and plane-0(2) oxygens as shown in Figure 7.2. These positions, which are 1 .OA from 

the each associated oxygen, closely approximate previous muon site determinations. For 

each site we performed calculations using various RBCO point charge distribution schemes. 

We chose the point charge distributions using formulas that let us distribute the extra hole 

in RBCO system between the Cu and O. The formulas for the charge on each ion are 

^[Cu(2)] = 2-b on die plane coppers; ̂ [0(2,3)1 = -2 + (l-c)/4 + b/2 on die plane oxygens; 

^[Cu(l)] = 2-a on the chain coppers; ^[0( 1,4)1 = -2 + (a+c)/3 on die chain and bridging 

oxygens. Parameter a determines the amount of hole mixing between the Cu(l) and 0( 1,4) 

ions; parameter b controls the hole mixing between the Cu(2) and 0(2,3) ion; and parameter 

c allows for adjustments between the plane 0(2,3) and the 0(1,4) ions. The net charge of 

a unit cell built from these formulas equals zero. 

The largest principal EFG component is reported in terms of the resulting quadmpole 

coupling constant {e^qzzQ/h) along with its direction and the asymmetry parameter Vj. For 

important conversion factors and the relation between EFG and QCC, see Appendices A and 

C. Calculations were performed for several cluster charge distribution choices; here we 

report two of tiiem. The distribution R +̂Bâ +Cû +O^̂ -, labeled RBCO-A, was chosen as 

a starting point and has die extra hole split among die plane 0(2,3) oxygens. The RBCO 

B distribution (R3+Ba2+Cui-8+0(2,3)i-75-0(l,4)i 8) has die hole more evenly distributed 

throughout die unit cell. The ^70 quadmpole moment used was Q=-2.6fm'^ (Oldfield et al, 

1989). Since Q is negative, the quadmpole parameter will be of die opposite sign as the EFG. 

For comparison purposes, the NMR quadmpole coupling constants measured by Oldfield 

et al (1989) are 0(2,3) = 6.49 MHz, 0(1) = 10.94 MHz, and 0(4) = 7.3 MHz; widi 

asymmetries of 0.23,0.38, and 0.0, respectively. 
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L 
Figure 7.2: Bottom half of the RBCO unit cell with the investigated muon 
sites indicated. 
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Table 7.2 shows typical variations in die coupling constants as die RBCO charge 

distribution changes. For O -̂, we have not found reasonable agreement widi die above NMR 

results; plane and chain sites gave smaller gradient values compared to die NMR results, 

while die bridging site had larger values. The disagreement is not surprising considering die 

approximations of our model. The cluster charge distribution choice has a large effect on 

the 02- EFG. Adjustment of the distribution until the calculated O -̂ EFG values match die 

NMR results may work eventually, but is a very tedious exercise. The (OMu)- results show 

much less variation, except that die gradient direction changes from along the fl-axis in 

RBCO-A to along the c-axis in RBCO-B for the PI muon site. The quadmpole parameters 

we obtained for that site are comparable in magnitude to the 6.6 MHz measured by jiLCR 

(Brewer etal, 1990), although given the poor O -̂ agreement this may simply be fortuitous. 

In Table 7.3, we report the difference between the O -̂ and (OMu)- EFG tensors for 

RBCO-A and RBCO-B. This constitutes the net contribution that a positive muon makes 

to the quadmpole parameter at each oxygen. Also displayed are the change in asymmetry 

parameter, the O-Mu bond direction, and the direction of the muon-related contribution. 

The magnitudes of these induced EFGs vary by a factor of two among sites and only in the 

on-axis cases are the muon related gradients along the bond direction. For an isolated 

(OMu)- one expects the muon related contributions to the EFG to be along the bond direction 

from symmetry considerations. The fact that this does not happen m die RBCO lattice as 

modeled here, represents second-order effects and unplies that the muon related distortions 

and lattice contributions are not really separable. 

We have investigated the effect a positive muon has on the EFG at a bonded oxygen 

within a limited quantum chemistry model. The gradients for O -̂ show poor agreement widi 

NMR experiments but are very sensitive to the choice of host RBCO charge distributions. 

From these initial calculations the contribution, which can be attributed to a bonded muon 
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r 

RBCO 
Charges 

A 

B 

Muon 
Site 

C 
Bl 
B2 
PI 
P2 

C 
Bl 
B2 
PI 
P2 

* Units in MHz 

Table 7.2 

02- and (OMU)- Calculated 

Quadmpole Coupling Constant 

e^^:m* 

-7.81 
11.13 

-4.01 

-7.49 
14.33 

-2.11 

02-

J? 

0.93 
0.73 

0.09 

0.58 
0.56 

0.16 

zz-dir 

c 
c 

a 

c 
c 

a 

e^^Q/h* 

9.74 
13.23 
15.43 
-6.55 
10.27 

9.50 
13.85 
15.96 
7.45 
10.26 

{pMu)-
V 

0.54 
0.45 
0.77 
0.85 
0.07 

0.45 
0.48 
0.79 
0.61 
0.11 

- V 

zz-dir 

52. Feb 
19.1* cb 
31.0° ca 

a 
c 

48.4'cb 
14.5* cb 
28.7° ca 

c 
c 

^ 
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Table 7.3 

Muon Related Contribution to 

Quadmpole Coupling Constant 

r 
RBCO 
Charges 

A 

B 

Muon 
Site 

C 
Bl 
B2 
PI 
P2 

C 
Bl 
B2 
PI 
P2 

• Units in MHz 

XX 

-4.60 
-2.38 
-4.02 
-1.70 
-1.47 

-4.28 
-2.85 
-3.15 
-2.35 
-2.46 

A{e^qQ/h)* 
yy 

-1.11 
-8.10 
-5.93 
-2.54 
-6.96 

-8.43 
-7.87 
-6.85 
-3.87 
-6.57 

zz 

12.38 
10.48 
9.95 
4.24 
8.43 

12.70 
10.71 
10.00 
6.22 
9.03 

A?7 

0.26 
0.55 
0.19 
0.20 
0.65 

0.33 
0.47 
0.37 
0.25 
0.46 

^bond 

30.0° Cb 
125.0* cb 
125.0° ca 

-c 
+c 

30.0° cb 
125.0° cb 
125.0° ca 

-c 
+c 

- - - I 

^EFG 

21.5° Cb 
62.9° cb 
53.4° ca 

c 
c 

22.5° cb 
71.8° cb 
59.1° ca 

c 
c 
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was found to be quiet large, significandy modifying both the principle values and directions 

of the EFG tensor. 

If this work is pursued further, one could attempt to optimize the choice of RBCO 

charge distributions to match the O -̂ EFG and the NMR results. Or even better, one could 

add wave functions to the near neighbor ions of the oxygen center. There is a good chance 

the assumed O -̂ ion is not very stable, even in the crystal background, because it is very 

diffuse and highly polarizable. The poor EFG agreement widi die NMR measurements 

reflects this fact. An extension of wave functions to the near neighbor ions applied to the 

potential calculations is presented in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER v m 

COPPER-OXYGEN MOLECULAR MODEL 

One of the main conclusions from our oxygen-muon model in Chapter VI is diat near 

neighbor ions around the O-Mu molecule need to have associated wave functions. This 

stems from the fact that in the regions where the muon is bound to an oxygen the potential 

energy surface is relatively flat compared to die lone (OH)- molecule's PES and in some 

places the oxygen-muon pair no longer forms a bond. These results are believed to be due 

to the improper treatment of the regions between the molecule and its near neighbor ions. 

In Chapter VIH, we will present an extended model to the simple oxygen-muon bond 

calculations from Chapter VI. The basic extension for this model includes wave functions 

on the important near neighbor ions in an attempt to answer questions left open by the 

oxygen-muon model. 

Since the most interesting and important regions in these materials, and to our model, 

are the Cu-O chains and planes, we will constmct two molecular clusters to represent these 

regions. We start by centering a (CU2O7)" molecule in an array of point charges used to 

simulate the RBCO crystal environment. Once an appropriate choice for die valence {n) of 

the molecide and the charge distribution of the ion background is made, a Mu (or H) is placed 

in die molecule more or less near the central O. Using die [(Cu207Mu)"+ -̂i- crystal] we 

search the more probable regions for stable Mu sites. 

Although this still seems a very simpUstic model, one needs to keep in mind the 

complexity of the electronic stmcture of the material and the computational problems that 

are involved widi such large ions, i.e., Cu, Ba, RE. This approach is very similar to odier 

methods used to calculate properties such as the electronic stmcture, electroruc excitation 

energies, and electron correlation effects of YBCO or similar stmctures (Guo et al, 1988; 

79 
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Yamamoto et al, 1990; Yamaguchi et al, 1990; Eto et al, 1991; Wang et al, 1992; 

Saalfrank et al, 1993). All of diese treatments of basic properties of die cuprates were 

performed using some level of quantum chemistry dieory, such as INDO, HF, GVB, CI, 

MCSCF, and D V-Xa. They all used small Cu-O molecules of various sizes and surrounded 

them with a finite array of point charges. To model die copper oxides is not an easy task, 

particularly when transition metal atoms such as copper are involved. As Wang etal (1990) 

mentioned, 

...the task of obtaining quantitatively reliable results for clusters containing 
transition metal atoms on the basis of a^ initio techniques still poses major 
computational problems, involving both the size of the one-electron orbital 
basis set and the many electron basis... 

Computational Method 

All the calculations presented here were performed at the HF-LCAO level using the 

quantum chemistry code GAMESS (Dupuis et al, 1980; Schmidt et al, 1990) and are all 

electron calculations. GAMESS was modified to allow the use of negative fractional point 

charges in place of the nuclear charge with no associated basis functions. Two lBMRS/6000 

workstations (Model 340 & 350) were used for all computational work. The available VAX 

resources, such as the disk space and CPU power, were too limited for this project. 

The choice of atomic orbitals were contracted GTOs of [3s2p] and [5s3p2d] for oxygen 

and copper, respectively. The oxygen atomic orbitals were "double zeta valence" (DZV) 

functions from Dunning et al (1965), which are suppUed directiy with GAMESS. The 

copper atomic orbitals were constmcted from the [5s2p2d] "split valence" (SV) functions 

from Schafer et al (1992) plus one additional p function to bring the basis to the fmal 
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[5s3p2d], which is shown in Table 8.1. The extra p function was found by extending die 

geometric progression of die odier p functions. The additional p provided die flexibility to 

account for possible partial occupation of the 4p state of atomic copper within our model. 

The total number of basis functions for a (CU2G7)" molecule is 115 functions. For die muon 

(or H) a ST0-3G atomic basis function (Hehre et al, 1969,1970) was chosen. The S T a 

3G is also supplied widi GAMESS. 

All calculations were done at the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) level. The reason for 

limiting ourselves to RHF is that all the experimental p-SR results do not see a muonium 

signal (or paramagnetic signal). This indicates that the muon is in a fi"*", Mu-, or bound state. 

So there was no reason to attempt a unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) calculation. As it turns 

out, our calculations indicate that the muon is in a bound state with an oxygen. 

Cu-O Molecules 

As conveyed in Chapter HI, die Cu and O ion valences are not very well defmed for 

RBa2Cu3C)7. So a question as to die charge distribution on the Cu and O in die (Cu207y 

arises. We chose two different charge distributions which were as follows: (1) die nominal 

valence scheme of Cu2+ and O -̂' which gives an /i=-10, and (2) a more realistic mixed 

valence scheme of Cû -̂ -̂  and O^-^^'^^- which gives an /i=-8.5 (diat was truncated to -8.0 since 

half of an electron is not physical). We started our work by calculating die ground state 

energies of die (Cu207)-io and (Cu207)-^ molecules, using die molecular geometries of an 

0(1) and 0(4) centered molecule as shown in Figure 8.1. Figure 8.1(a) is die 0(1) centered 

molecule and Figure 8.1(b) die 0(4) centered molecule widi die respective intramolecular 

bond distances. 

To be complete, we report die ground state energies found for die 0(1) centered 

molecules to be £(n=-10) = -3794.3920 £//and £(/i=-8) = -3796.8986 £//. And die ground 
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Table 8.1 

Copper Basis Set 

Gaussian Exponent Coefficients Contraction Coefficients 

Is 

2s 

3s 

4s 

5s 

Ip 

2p 

3p 

Id 

2d 

76441.483694 
11477.790484 
2611.4773990 
737.33531101 
240.02819227 
82.721112667 

160.07447183 
18.854087693 
7.7438526664 

13.678658833 
2.2583597115 
.92525661579 

.11230399914 

.40284781398E-01 

992.72307597 
234.04596361 
74.134753817 
26.708216293 
9.9388942670 

5.1723533157 
1.9886580886 
.74082834491 

0.274380 

51.450878275 
14.407297306 
4.8492105297 
1.6197414063 

.47651036757 

0.14236548869E-02 
0.10910644019E-01 
0.54139319495E-01 
0.18863206957 
0.38341646126 
0.29645681555 

-0.11037499013 
0.64586203973 
0.44511050812 

-0.22684755916 
0.72397240174 
0.44844017401 

1.0 

1.0 

0.93175796186E-02 
0.69700456956E-01 
0.27142951620 
0.53302361898 
0.34497597149 

0.34117916471 
0.56490792867 
0.23633706463 

1.0 

0.29310871659E-01 
0.15692891159 
0.37782937703 
0.47047689440 

1.0 
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Figure 8.1: Geometries of the (Cu207)-̂  molecule for (a) the 0(1) centered 
molecule, and (b) the 0(4) centered molecule. The bond distance between ions 
is shown in Angstroms (A). 
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state energies for die 0(4) centered molecules to be E{n=-10) = -3794.4302 EH and 

E{n=-S)= -3796.8000 EH. For all four molecules it was found diat not all die occupied MOs 

were bound. This is to be expected since die molecules are very diffuse and have large 

negative valences. Also, we expected and found diat once die molecules were placed into 

die crystal field, die background potential stabiUzes and binds die initially unbound 

occupied MOs. 

Crvstal Clusters 

Two RBCO point charge clusters were used for the oxygen centered molecules. The 

0(l)-cluster is centered around the middle 0(1) from Figure 8.1(a) and constmcted using 

die following cuts: x=(-1.5 to 1.5)a, y=(-2.0 to 2.0)^, and z=(-0.5 to 0.5)c, which totaled 210 

point charges. And the 0(4)-cluster is centered around die 0(4) from Figure 8.1(b) and 

constmcted using the following cuts: x=(-1.51 to l.5l)a, y=(-1.5 to 1.5) ,̂ and z=(-0.54 to 

0.6916)c, which gives 202 point charges. Lattice constants were taken from Beno et al 

(1987) and are listed in Appendix B. 

0(1)-Cluster 

The initial calculations were made on the 0(l)-cluster using die {CuiOiY^^ molecule 

and a RBCO charge distribution of Cu(l,2)=2+, 0(1,4)=2-, 0(2,3)=1.75-. This distribution 

places the extra hole that is in the RBCO systems equally spHt among the plane oxygens. It 

was found that changing the Cu( 1 )-0( 1) and Cu( 1 )-0(4) bond distances by+2% shows that 

the (Cu207)-i® molecule is at an unstable geometry. The energy differences at T2% from die 

initial bond distances are £(-2%)=1.224eVand £(2%)=-1.061eV; plotted as scheme 1 in 

Figure 8.2(a). This instability arises from the improper modeling of the region between the 

molecule and the near neighbor ions as seen in the oxygen-muon model. The absence of 
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electrons and core repulsion term on die near-neighbor positive ions lets tiie point charges 

strongly attract die loosely bound outer electrons of die molecule and pulls die molecule 

apart. The stability of clusters was found to be important in molecular cluster calculations 

for hydrogen-like defects m diamond (Estreicher et al, 1985). Since our model is 

approximate, and we are working with a hydrogen-like defect, stabiUzing the molecule 

hopefully will put our results on a more solid footing. Simply stretching die molecule to 

bring it into equilibrium resulted in far too large Cu-O distances. 

Therefore, to provide a stable CU2O7 molecule with a satisfactory geometry, we 

adjusted our charge distributions to more reaHstic values. The RBCO charge distribution 

chosen was Cu=1.5+ and 0=1.6429-. This reduces the positive near neighbor ions while 

also setting the charge distribution to a more realistic mix that represents the expected net 

charge on the Cu and O ions. Also to be consistent with the point charge cluster, we reduced 

the molecule to /i=-8 to account for the number of electrons that would be in the Cu-O 

molecule, assuming the same valences. The two electrons removed represent charge 

actually in covalent bonds at the outer edges of the molecule that are shared with near-

neighbor ions. This did stabiUze die now (Cu207)-* molecule a littie better. However, as 

seen in Figure 8.2(a), die £(-2%)=0.559e Vand £(+2%)=-0.358e Vfrom scheme 2 still give 

a significant difference. We continue to have die problem of improper termination of the 

outer bonds of the molecule itself. In an attempt to account for "core repulsion" in dus region 

in an ad hoc way, we reduced die magnitude of the near neighbor copper charges (eight m 

all) from 1.5-F- to 1.2-I- and increased die magnitude of die 0(l)s at die cluster edge from 

0.8214- to 1.6429-. As seen in Figure 8.2(a) diis brings die energy differences to E{-

2%)=0.150e Vand E{+2%)= 0.064^ V, showing our molecule to be nearly stable at die RBCO 

experimental bond distance. The final net charge on the complete cluster system was +5, 
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which binds die outer few occupied MOs and has very littie effect on the total energy of die 

system. 

In a way, we have introduced semiempirical parameters that vary cluster to cluster. So 

we now have a cluster dependent model. Nonetheless, we feel this puts our model and its 

results on a more solid footing than if we had left the molecule unstable or stretched the bonds 

beyond reasonable limits. 

0(4)-Cluster 

A very similar process was carried out for the 0(4)-cluster, but instead we started the 

calculations at a (CU2O7)-* molecule, represented as scheme 1 in Figure 8.1(b), with the 

RBCO distribution having a Cû  ̂ "̂  and an 0-^^29 jhis molecule was not stable in die initial 

environment, eidier. As seen in Figure 8.2(b), die energy differences for £:(-2%)=0.700eV 

and £(2%)=-0.560e Vare radier large. So, we reduced die large positive near neighbor ions 

in an attempt to simulate tiie missing core repulsion effects. This includes die near neighbor 

RE and Cu(2) ions. The RE final values were l.O-i- and die Cu(2) were 1.2+. The energy 

differences for dus adjusted cluster were E{-2%)= 0.154e V and £(+2%)=-0.013e V and are 

much closer to a stable geometry. The net charge on die total system was +6. 

Results 

The total ground state energies of die final two clusters, widiout die Mu present, were 

E{0{1)) = -3871.0029E// and E{0{4)) = -3897.8560E//. We used diese as our reference 

(zero) point when comparing die calculations widi Mu (or H) placed in die cluster. The total 

Mulliken populations (Christoffersen, 1989) on each atom in our molecule turned out to be 

similar to die charge distribution of die crystal background. The next question we addressed 

was where to place the Mu in the clusters. We restricted the searches to the regions where 
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previous studies predict sites, which were the a/c and b/c planes that intersect each cenu-al 

oxygen m our clusters. In die following plots, die regions of potential energy diat are of most 

interest are labeled, i.e., A', B', C,... These labels do not necessarily indicate a Mu site, just 

a region to discuss. 

0(1)-Cluster 

The search pattern for die 0(l)-cluster is displayed m Figure 8.3. The Mu was 

positioned near the central 0(1). We are interested in investigating the possible sites 

associated with the central 0(1) and the 0(4) in this cluster. We restricted our search to the 

bic plane. The Mu was stepped through a 90° (degree) arc in increments of 10° around the 

central 0(l)atfixed radii (r) of 0.9,1.0,and 1.2A as illustrated in Figure 8.3. Weonly looked 

at this 90° region because the other 90° regions are symmetrically equivalent The results 

of this search are plotted in Figure 8.4(a), where the potential energy is plotted as a function 

of the position angle, 0. At 0° and r= 1 .OA, there is a broad flat overall minimum at an energy 

of -16.71 leV for diis region, which has been labeled A'. At 90°, labeled B', there is a saddle 

point at approximately r= 0.9A. A closer inspection of the region along a line of 90° found 

die saddle point to be lowest at r« 0.8 A and at an energy of -11.468e V. This means diere is 

a barrier of ~5.243eV between the symmetric Mu site at 180° and die Mu site at A'. Since 

dus saddle point is between 0(1) and Cu(l), diere is generally some relaxation of die 0-Cu 

geometry direcdy in the Mu bond. To estimate the barrier lowering when relaxation is 

included, we stretched die 0(1) and Cu( 1) bond by 2% and calculated die energy at r= 0.8 A. 

We found dus simple relaxation lowered die barrier to 4.596e V. This is still a fairly large 

barrier for the muon to move over unless die crystal is at high temperatures. We do not 

believe this is a possible path of the muon, because the O-Mu calculations show a much 
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Figure 8.3: The grid used to position die muon in die b/c plane of 0(l)-cluster. The 
0(1) is die center of die (CU2O7)-* molecule. The muon is moved in increments of 10° 
with a fixed radius r and r'. 
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Figure 8.4: Plots of energy versus position angle, 0, for the b/c plane of the 
0(l)-cluster and the muon is at a radius, r, from 0(1). Where (a) is scaled 0 
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shallower barrier for a rotation of die muon about die ̂ -axis (Adams, 1990). The presence 

of die saddle pomt between die Cu(l)-0(1) also mles out a Cu-Mu-0 type bond diat was 

suggested by die (OMu)- calculation of Lichti et al (1990). 

Looking at Figure 8.4(a) diere is a dip in die potential at about 30° and r=1.2A. This 

region, labeled C, is better seen in die rescaled plot of Figure 8.4(b). In order to see if diere 

is a minimum or a channel developing, we calculated energies for 0° to 40° at r=1.4A. This 

curve is included in Figure 8.4(b), and shows a channel developing as the Mu is moved away 

from the 0(1). At r=l .4A the Mu is within range of the 0(4). In order to follow the channel, 

we positioned the Mu near the 0(4) in a similar fashion as was followed near the 0(1) and 

is shown in Figure 8.3. The residts of this search are given in Figure 8.5, which is a plot of 

the potential energy versus angular position, 0'. At 0'~2O° for r'=1.2A, there is a start of a 

channel approximately in the direction of the channel coming from the 0(1), which is 

marked with D'. The channel mns between the two oxygens and has a barrier roughly a littie 

more than l.OeVin height. In Figure 8.5, at label £', the potential energy is a minimum. Since 

Mu is at the edge of the (CU2O7) molecule, we will have to look at the potential energy curves 

for the 0(4)-cluster to tell if £' is a Mu site or if it is leading to a minimum located up toward 

the plane oxygens. 

0(4)-CIuster 

For the 0(4)-cluster the Mu was positioned in a similar fashion as was done for the 0( 1 )-

cluster, but die regions searched were for 0=0° to 180° at r=0.9,1.0, and 1.2A in die o/c and 

b/c planes widi 0° defmed as die duection between die 0(4) and Cu(2) and 180° between 

0(4) and Cu(l). Again, this covers the most probable muon site regions found in earlier 

work. The b/c plane was examined first and the potential energy versus angular position, 

0, is displayed in Figure 8.6(a). The deepest point in this plot is at about F' (0-60' and 
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position angle-G' (degrees) 

Figure 8.5: Plots of energy versus position angle, 0', for die b/c plane of die 0(1)-
cluster and die muon is at a radius, r', from 0(4). Where die scale is from -14 to -18e V 
for a more detailed view of the D' region. 
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r=1.0A). This is in die general direction of a plane oxygen, 0(2). At G' (0-120°) a dip in 

die potential is starting for die r= 1.2 A curve. The dkection of dus dip is fully consistent widi 

die channel observed at D' in Figure 8.4(b). Concenu-ating on diis dip in die potential, we 

looked at die 90° to 180° region separately, fdling m additional distances of 1.1 and 1.3A. 

In addition to the muon positions used in Figure 8.6(a), we moved the muon in the direction 

of this developmg channel and also approached from die 0(1) side. Figure 8.7 shows die 

positioning of this more focused search region. The rescaled plot of the potential energy 

around die 0(4) is given in Figure 8.6(b). A shallow barrier is located roughly at G' (0-100' 

and r=1.0A) and by 0-120° and r=1.3A the barrier has been crossed and a chaimel moving 

toward the 0(1) has developed. To get a better idea of where the channel is heading, we 

looked at muon positions around the 0(1). In Figure 8.8, a plot of the potential energy for 

r'=1.0, 1.2, and 1.4A as function of 0' is plotted. These curves do not show a channel as 

clearly as from the 0(4) direction. /' is approximately toward this channel, and the potential 

rapidly falls to a minimum at A' (r'=1.0 A and 0'=O.O°), which is consistent widi A' in the (3( 1 )-

cluster results. The shape of this potential is not fully consistent with the 0( 1 )-cluster curves 

in Figure 8.4(b). The barrier from A' to G'is approximately twice the size of the same barrier 

in the 0(l)-cluster. These differences are due to edge effects from the Mu being quite close 

to the edge of the bodi CU2O7 molecule. This is demonstrated in Figure 8.4(b) at J' where 

the potential is starting down. The depdi of A' is larger dian die F' site in the 0(4)-cluster, 

and can be considered the dominant Mu site predicted by this model. 

In the overall picture of the b/c plane sites m die 0(4)-cluster, the chain site, A', is die 

deepest site widi a metastable site at F' in die direction of die plane oxygen 0(2). The channel 

with a barrier at G' connects the two sites. 

The potential energy curves for the a/c plane in the 0(4)-cluster, as shown in Figure 8.9, 

indicate a minimum at K' (r=1.0A and 0-50°). This was expected because this position is 
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Figure 8.7: The grid used to position the muon in the^/c plane of 0(4)-cluster. The 0(4) 
is the center of the (Cu207)-^ molecule. The muon is moved in increments of 10° with 
a fixed radius r and r'. 
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Figure 8.8: Plots of energy versus position angle, 0', for the b/c plane of the 0(4)-
cluster and the muon is at a radius, r', from 0(1). Where the scale is from -16 to -
20eVfor a more detailed view of the / ' region. 
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ahnost electrostatically equivalent to die F' site in die b/c plane. For die 0(4)-cluster, diis 

site is a metastable site and is shallower dian its b/c counterpart. Also in Figure 8.9, diere 

is die start of some stmcture at L' (0- 70° to 110° and r= 1.2A). It is possible diat a metastable 

site, at a large bond distance, is developing. This potential region would be consistent widi 

die B2 site predicted by Dawson et al (1989). But for calculations at r=1.4A (not shown 

here) in tiie L' region die potential energy profile is similar to tiie r=l .2A curve and does not 

show a defmite nunimum. At r=l .4A die O-Mu distance is quite long and we do not beheve 

a bond will form. So within our model we do not see a muon site in the L region. 

At ̂ ' , in Figures 8.6(a) and 8.9, there is a relatively low saddle point between die sites 

F' and K'. The point is at r=0.9A and 0°, which is du^ctiy between die Cu(2) and die 0(4) 

in a region where the OMu bond model breaks down. The energy difference between F' and 

H' is -0.979e V, and between K' and H' is -0.595eV. But widi relaxation of die Cu(2) and 

0(4) bonds, the differences are reduced to ~0.687eVand -0.289ey, respectively. Since an 

H or Mu is very light compared to the Cu and O atoms, the unrelaxed barrier value is probably 

more realistic. We have not investigated muon locations between the a/c and b/c planes in 

this region, so there may be a more favorable path which "cuts the comer." From exploratory 

calculation in the comer region between the F' and K' sites, the energy is at a level between 

the two sites and tells us at least that a more likely path between the two sites is in this comer 

region and not over the H' barrier. 

piscussion 

Figure 8.10, displays the possible muon sites and regions of interest found using this 

model. Sites F' and K' correspond to the predicted site A by Halim et al. (1990) and are 

metastable sites. The possible site L is consistent widi die B2 site predicted by Dawson et 

al (1988) using magnetic field matching arguments. If a site does develop at L', it will be 
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Figure 8.10: Drawing of a half-unit ceU of RBCO widi regions of 
interest or sites marked widi die potential energy labels. 
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at a much higher potential dian any of die odier sites we have found in dus model. This is 

fully consistent widi die classical potential calculations of Dawson etal, who obtained a B2 

energy diat was only 0.6 times as deep as dieir next most shallow site. Our (Adams, 1990) 

OH" calculation also did not identify this site. Bodi levels of die quantum calculations show 

only a hint of a dip in the L'region but not even a metastable minimum within the usual range 

of O-Mu distances. 

Previous potential energy site searches (Halim etal, 1991; Lichti etal, 1990; Adams 

1990) have found sites {BI and LI) which are similar to G' and A' found here. The BI and 

LI are considered to be a hydrogen-bond type of site between the 0(4) and 0(1), and with 

a barrier low enough for the muon to hop between the two would give an average |iSR signal. 

The results reported here do not find G' to be a stable minimum, but they do find that A' is 

the most stable minimum, which is located between the two symmetric LI positions. To get 

to the A' site from the next most stable minimum at F', a Mu has to follow the channel G' 

between the 0(4) and 0( 1). A' is a very broad minimum with steep sides near G' so that with 

zero-point motion this results in a "delocalized" Mu site roughly from G' to A' to G' (or BI 

to LI to BI from the classical picture). The end result means the Mu is shared by the three 

oxygens. 

Our (OH)- calculations found a possible Cu-Mu like site m regions where die model was 

considered suspect. Widi die addition of basis functions on die coppers, dus type of site is 

mled out In die current calculations these regions yield the saddle pomt and high barrier 

at B' from 0( 1) toward Cu( 1) and die barrier between die K' and F' sites associated widi 0(4), 

toward Cu(2). 



CHAPTER DC 

CONCLUSIONS 

A study of muon-oxygen mteractions in RBCO was performed at die HarU-ee-Fock 

level of dieory. The purpose of die study was to understand where die muon stops in die 

RBCO lattice. The model uses a small molecule to represent die local molecular envu-onment 

of the muon surrounded by an array of point charges to simulate the crystal background of 

RBCO. These calcidations are \h& first attempts to use quanmm chemistry theory to study 

a hydrogen-like defect in the complex RBCO. The three primary appUcations of this basic 

model were calculations of (1) the potential energy of an (OMu)- molecule, (2) the effects 

from a positive muon on the electric-field gradient at oxygen sites, and (3) the potential 

energy of an (CU2O7MU) molecule. 

Oxvgen-Muon Calculations 

The first set of calculations consisted of an intermediate-sized molecular-orbital 

calculation for a closed shell (OMu)- molecule, embedded in a cluster of point charges 

representing the local RBCO environment. The results showed at least one muon site 

associated with each oxygen in the lattice and gave us good qualitative results that 

corresponded well with previous classical potential calculations. Because the model has no 

wave ftinctions associated with the near neighbor O and Cu ions we could not pursue 

possible Mu sites that are associated widi these near neighbor ions, such as an O-Mu-O 

hydrogen bond type of site or a Cu-Mu type of bond. 
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Electric-Field Gradient r;̂ 1̂ .|1̂ tmn̂  

We followed up die fu-st set of potential energy calculations widi electric-field gradient 

(EFG) calculations using die simplified (OMu)- model. The basic idea was to look at die 

effect a positive muon has on die EFG at oxygen sites widiin our model. Our motivation was 

a ixLCR experiment by Brewer et al (1990), diat used die positive muon to measure die 

quadmpole-coupling constant {(^C) at an i^o site. This QCC includes die contribution 

from the presence of a positive muon, which we in principle can calculate widi our model. 

The EFGs were found to be very sensitive to die choice of host RBCO charge distributions. 

The contribution which could be attributed to a bonded muon was found to be quite large, 

significandy modifying both the principle values and directions of the EFG tensor. Here 

again, as in the potential calculations, the near neighbor ions need wave functions on them 

if we want to get "realistic" EFG's that are not so dependent on die RBCO charge 

distributions as simulated by the point charge clusters widun this model. 

(CU2O2MU) Calculations 

As a result of these preceding calculations, we extended this simple model to a larger 

molecular environment for the positive muon. Using a (CU2O7MU) molecide embedded in 

an array of point charges, we calculated the potential energy of this system looking for stable 

Mu sites. We continued exploring the possible Mu sites from the earlier (OMu)- calculations. 

We found several stable minimum that are quaUtatively consistent with the (OMu)-

calculations (Adams, 1990) and classical potential calculations (Dawson etal, 1988; Halim 

et al, 1990). The dominant muon site in this model is the A '-site located -1A from a chain 

oxygen along the c-axis which is the predicted LI by the Dawson etal potential calcidations, 

but is not consistent widi the frequency matching results which fmds the dominant site to 

be B2 which is in the a/c plane near the bridging oxygen. The odier metastable sites {F' and 
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K') were associated with the bridging oxygens in the direction of the plane oxygens and are 

similar to die A-site predicted by Dawson et al (1988). A long channel leadmg from die 

bridging oxygen site, F', to die chain site, has a barrier of <0.25e Vand appears to be die most 

likely muon path to the deeper chain site. 

Our A' and G' channel region corresponds to the predicted BI and L7-sites (Dawson 

et al, 1988). The BI and LI regions of the lattice are the dominant sites for all the potential 

energy calculations (Dawson e/a/., 1988; Adams, 1990; Halim era/., 1990; Dawson 1991b) 

including the results presented in this dissertation. This region is consistent with some of 

the experimental and theoretical frequencies in RBCO. This region has a very broad 

minimum with steep sides and combined with the zero-point motion results in a" delocalized" 

Mu site from BI to LI to BI. Neidier of our (OMu)- (Adams, 1990) and (CU2O7MU) 

calculations indicate a minimum in the B2-site region where magnetic field calculations 

have consistentiy found the dominant |iSR frequency to match. 

Possible sites in the plane regions in the 0(4)-cluster were not pursued. To be complete 

these calculations need to be performed, although, this model does not treat die metallic 

nature of the planes. Also a (CU2O7MU) calculation centered on a plane oxygen, such as 

0(2), would be a possible next step though die plane region is more crowded widi oxygen 

and copper than the other regions looked at here and should result in higher energies in die 

plane regions. 

Future Work 

The calculations presented in this dissertation have helped in understanding the muon 

sites in RBCO in a more realistic picture dian classical calculations. There are some possible 

extensions or changes to this model that can be done in the fiiture. The (CU2O7MU) molecule 

calculation has a region between the molecule and the point charge crystal that is not 
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property modeled. The near neighbor ions are treated correctiy because diey do not have 

wave functions on diem. One could simply include more ions widi functions making die 

molecule bigger and approach a "tme" molecular cluster, but diere will always be die 

question of how to property terminate diis molecular cluster. A possibdity is to add core 

repulsion terms to the near neighbor ions to help deal widi the dominant missing physical 

effects. This type of term would mean modifying the nuclear attraction integrals to account 

for the core repulsion term. The basic details for this type of a calculation have been worked 

out and used for calculations of interaction potentials for positron-molecule scattering 

(Gibson, 1992). All that would be needed is an appropriate choice for the core repulsion 

potential term. 

If one wants to extend the calculation to a larger molecule, an all electron HF calculation 

is nearly impossible for the complex RBCO. The use of pseudopotentials to replace the core 

electrons of each atom makes it possible to extend the molecule to include more ions. This 

reduces the number of basis functions needed for the calculations and in turn reduces the 

computational labor. The use of core pseudopotentials is easy to implement with the 

GAMESS code, which has very good "standard" functions for these types of calculations. 

Another possible calculation widi the (CU2O7MU) model is to at look at die EFG effects 

at oxygen sites due to the presence of a positive muon. The present basis set would need to 

be extended to include polarization functions if accurate EFGs are to be obtained. There are 

experimental numbers from NMR data for all die O and Cu sites in bodi phases of RBCO. 

A good calculation of EFG's which accurately reproduced diese values (without the muon 

present) would mean that the model gave an excellent charge distribution for the basic 

material. Such a result would make a very large contribution to modeling of this class of 

materials. 
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APPENDDC A 

UNITS AND CONVERSION FACTIORS 

1 Bohr {ao) = 0.529177 x lO-io m = 0.529177 A (distance) 

1 ao^ = 1.481845 x lO'̂ i (m)3 = 1.481845 x 10-̂ 5 {cm)^ (polarizabiUty) 

1 Hartree {EH) = 1 QW^ = 27.211396 eV (energy) 

1 eao-^ = 0.97174 x lÔ o Vm-2 (EFG) 
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APPENDDC B 

YBCO LATTICE PARAMETERS 

Lattice constants: a= 3.8591 A b= 3.9195A c= 11.8431 A 

Relative coordinates 

Ion x/a y/b z/c 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.3574 

0.5 0.0 

0.5 0.3767 

0.0 0.3804 

0(4) 0.0 0.0 0.1542 

Ba 0.5 0.5 0.1895 

RE 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Cu(l) 

Cu(2) 

0(1) 

0(2) 

0(3) 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.5 

Lattice constants and relative coordinates from Beno et al (1987). 
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APPENDDC C 

ELECTRIC-FIELD GRADIENT 

aa The electric-field gradient tensor, Vafi, is defined as a three by three matrix where V, 

are the principal axis when Vafi is diagonaUzed. The electric-field gradient tensor's principal 

axis coordinates are defmed 

|vj>|vJ>|vg (CD 

Two parameters are sufficient to characterize the field gradient tensor. They are the electric-

field gradient (EFG) and the asymmetry parameter (77) defined as 

EFG = eq = (V^), (C.2) 

and 

= V^ -^yy) where 0< r7<l. (C.3) 
(Vzz) 

The interaction between the nuclear quadmpole moment, Q, and the EFG at a nucleus is 

usuaUy characterized by the nuclear quadmpole coupling constant (QCC), which is given 

by 

QCC = e^qO/h = eV^Q/h, (C.4) 

where e is the charge of an electron and h is Planck's constant. The electric-field gradient 

components Vap are generaUy evaluated as the expectation value of the corresponding 
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one-electron operator, i.e.. 

V„/j(A?) = X Z / ( 3 ^ „ / ^ „ - ^ „ / , ^ ) / ^ j v 
/9tN 

- I D,,{ppr„^% - Safh) I -î k). (C.5) 
p^q 

where /?a and ra represent the nucleus and electron Cartesian coordinates, respectively, and 

RiN is the distance between nucleus / (with charge Z/) and nucleus N. The fu t̂ term on the 

right hand side of Eq. (C.5) is the nuclear contribution to the electric-field gradient from 

summing of the electric-field gradient contributions of point charges that represent the 

nucleus. The second term is the electronic contribution and is written in terms of the reduced 

one particle density matrix elements [Dpq] and the integrals of the electronic electric-field 

operator in the appropriate atomic orbital basis (Cummins et al, 1987). 


